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“Like most social issues, children without homes were something to be solved by citizens.”
HOME AWAY FROM HOME - THE FORGOTTEN HISTORY OF ORPHANAGES



ABSTRACT

Orphans, because of their families tragic losses, lack of education and 
resources, and their consequent need for physical care, are in desperate 
need of help. Architecture has the capacity to address the challenges 
confronted by orphans and families with a variety of design methods 
and approaches. 

Unfortunately, there are no model orphanages or childcare homes in 
Sri Lanka that can offer a safe, perennial environment for abandoned 
children. An innovative and thoughtful design that appeals to children, 
while serving as a refuge for their families is possible, but to begin 
with, a safe space for these vulnerable children to call home is essential. 
Because of the rising rate of homelessness, it is imperative to establish 
an up-to-date childcare facility in Sri Lanka. 

The causes of neglected children, children without families and 
the deficiencies which exist in current facilities in Sri Lanka were 
investigated as a means of grasping this orphan crisis. 

Through the lens of a village typology, it is possible to see how this 
proposed childcare facility would improve their lives and the economy 
through community means and thus decrease levels of poverty. This 
has been accomplished by analysing existing orphanage building 
projects as case studies, both locally and internationally. 

The outcome of this investigation is a progressive, alternate model for 
an orphanage typology for Sri Lanka, which has been conceived via 
both a qualitative and quantitative research approach. Testing methods 
included analysing precedent studies through drawings and diagrams 
and utilising ideas developed by Geoffrey Bawa and Balkrishna Doshi 
as a starting point for further research. 

The project aimed to define a design that complements the traditional 
Sri Lankan architectural context via vernacular design strategies and 
the implementation of a sustainable design approach.

Figure 1: Tamil girl in traditional attire. Figure 2: Sinhalese children in their traditional attire. Figure 3: Young Tamil descent girl.
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     PREFACE

This thesis is the result of immediate reaction to the experience I 
had when travelling to Sri Lanka in 2017 after living in a fortunate 
country such as New Zealand. I visited a local orphanage in 
my hometown—Ragama, Sri Lanka—where I witnessed the 
abandoned children living in a residential orphanage, playing, 
learning and being kids. As I considered the likelihood that they 
had ever wondered about their mother and father, I wondered 
what had brought them to this institution. 

At this point, just the things ahead of me were still to 
be revealed, and what I was to learn during this research 
project was still unknown. Although I was raised in Sri 
Lanka to the age of 11, I was not aware of the devastating 
orphan situation when growing up and living there. Prior 
to then, I had seen many children in Sri Lanka who were 
forced to beg on the streets, living under bridges and 
engaging in child labour owing to poverty. It hit me that 
I felt completely powerless at this orphanage, left feeling 
helpless and, for understandable reasons, I was filled with a 
feeling of gratitude, compelled to learn from this experience 
and count my blessings. 

Following these experiences, it prompted me to reflect and 
embark on my final year thesis, one which would, through 
the discipline of architecture, be based on orphanages as a 
tiny step forward in helping the thousands if not millions 
of children left abandoned in Sri Lanka and overseas. 
This was a way for me to help design a habitable place for 
kids to call ‘home’, as I was amazed by how many kids 
were having to rely on these institutions as a form of help 
and to develop themselves into good citizens rather than 
ending up on the streets where the survival of the fittest 
becomes their primary focus. 

From the research gathered for this thesis, I strongly 
believe that it is possible to get a better understanding of 
orphanages and orphaned kids’ circumstances. This thesis 
is an attempt to empower me and others in preparing to 
meet the needs of orphaned children. 

Because of the circumstances surrounding 
Covid-19, the information gathered in this thesis 
was carried out to the best of my abilities. The study 
should lay the groundwork for the future of Sri 
Lanka’s orphaned children, allowing generations of 
children to grow into competent adults capable of 
moving the nation forward.
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Figure 8:  Architecture in Colombo, main metropolitan.  By Author. Figure 7: Tropicality of Rambukkana. By Author.

Figure 6: Colombo Train Station. By Author.Figure 5: Rambukkana Train Station. By Author.Figure 4: Train ride to Pinnawala. 
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Figure 11: Eastern Province, Sri Lanka. By Author. 
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GLOSSARY

CCI – Child Care Institutions

NGOS – Non Governmental Organization

NCPA – National Child Protection Authority 

UNICEF – United Nations Children’s Fund

DPCS – Department of Probations and Child Care Services

HRC – Human Rights Commission

WHO – World Health Organization 

Half Orphan – One parent is still alive 

Child Care Institution – a facility in which children are living on an ongoing basis or stay temporally away from their home. 
This includes orphanages, small group homes, transit/interim care centers, children’s homes, children’s villages/cottage complexes 
and boarding schools used primarily for care purpose as alternatives to children’s home.1 

Institutionalization – to place a person in the care of an institution, disabled or mentally ill proving care for the child.2

Child abuse – abuse is a deliberate act of ill treatment that can harm or is likely to cause harm to a child’s safety, well-being, 
dignity and development. Abuse includes all forms of physical, sexual, psychological or emotional ill treatment.3

Stunting – a child can be defined as stunted if their height-for-age is more than two standard deviations below the WHO Child 
Growth Standards median. Stunting is a low height for a child’s weight. A stunted child doesn’t have normal growth as compared 
to other children. They have a weak immune system and impaired brain function.4

Wasting - a wasted child has a low weight but a decent height. This condition has a high morbidity and mortality rate. These 
children are at risk of developing severe and chronic diseases at a very young age. This disease is mostly caused due to malnutrition.5

1. “What Is an ‘Institution’ or ‘Orphanage’?” Lumos, accessed October 12, 2021, https://www.wearelumos.org/what-we-do/issue/orphanage-institution/). 

2. Adoptive Families Association of BC, “Institutionalization,” Adoptive Families Association of BC, November 25, 2013, accessed October 12, 2021, https://www.bcadoption.com/resources/articles/institutionalization). 

3. “Child Abuse,” Save the Children’s Resource Centre, accessed October 12, 2021, https://resourcecentre.savethechildren.net/keyword/child-abuse). 

4. “Stunting: What It Is and What It Means: Concern Worldwide U.S.,” Concern Worldwide, accessed October 12, 2021, https://www.concernusa.org/story/what-is-stunting/). 
5. “Indicator Metadata Registry Details,” World Health Organization, accessed October 12, 2021, https://www.who.int/data/gho/indicator-metadata-registry/imr-details/302). 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 SRI LANKA: THE PEARL OF THE INDIAN OCEAN
 

Sri Lanka, once known as Ceylon, is an island nation in Southern 
Asia, located close to the southernmost tip of India, north of 
the equator. According to the most recent count, the population 
is estimated to be 21.8 million6, and the country has had a 
continuous human habitation for over three millennia. It crosses 
both the northern and eastern hemispheres of the Earth and lies in 
the Indian Ocean, which is home to 65,610 square kilometres of 
water.7 Sri Lanka is situated to the southwest of the Bay of Bengal 
and the southeast of the Arabian Sea. 

The country is made up of three geographical regions: the central 
highlands, the lowland plains and the coastal belt. The highlands 
were historically a region of tropical jungle. However, following 
the waves of European invasion from the 15th century, major parts 
of the territory were converted into plantations for the cultivation 
of cash crops such as tea, rubber and coconuts, the legacy of which 
continues to this day, which, according to some historians, is an 
example of the lasting effects of European colonialism.8  

6. “Population, Total - Sri Lanka,” World Bank accessed August 5, 2021, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.POP.TOT-
L?locations=LK.

 
7. Patrick Peebles, The History of Sri Lanka (Westport, CT: Greenword Prees, 2006), page 2.

 
8. Peebles,  et al., 10.
 

The vast majority of the nation’s rolling hills and tropical plains 
are found in the lowlands, where rice farming is still an important 
activity in the economy.9 Sri Lanka’s economy nowadays is 
mostly centred on the service and industrial sectors; nevertheless, 
agriculture continues to play a significant part in the country’s 
economy. While Sri Lanka is well known for its rubber processing, 
telecommunications, textiles, cement and petroleum refining, 
these are just a few of the main industries found in the country.10 
Rice, sugarcane, tea, spices, grain, coconuts, cattle and fish are the 
primary agricultural exports of Sri Lanka. 

On the other hand, the coastal belt that surrounds the island 
is home to the majority of the people and the majority of the 
country’s urban areas. 

9. Peebles, et al., 1.

 
10. Economic and Social Statistics of Sri Lanka 2020, report, Statistics Department, August 2020, | page 3|, accessed September 
9, 2021, https://www.cbsl.gov.lk/sites/default/files/cbslweb_documents/statistics/otherpub/ess_2020_e1.pdf).

 

Figure 14: Map of Ceylon, the name used in the colonial era, 1505-1948.
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Sri Lanka is divided into eight provinces and 25 districts, one 
of these is the location for this research, Gampaha District. 
Colombo, approximately 20 km from the project location 
Ragama, is the nation’s most populous, largest and commercially 
important metropolis. 

Due to its geographical intimacy, affinity with India is clearly 
apparent. Through the course of many centuries, however, Sri 
Lanka has evolved a separate character that is distinctive from 
the rest of the Asian continent. As a junction of major maritime 
trade routes connecting Asia, the Middle East and Europe, Sri 
Lanka’s development has been influenced by its geographical 
location. Roman, Greek, Chinese and Arab sailors all used Sri 
Lanka as a key shipping destination hundreds of years before 
the Europeans discovered the sea routes to India in the 15th 
Century.11

Buddhism has risen to become the dominant religion among the 
people. It disappeared from India, creating a unique foundation 
for a renewed social structure that is indigenous to Sri Lanka. 
The island’s two major ethnic groups are the Sinhalese and the 
Tamils, both of whom have origins that date back to prehistoric 
times but have taken on their current forms in the 19th and 
20th centuries.12 The two dominant religions being, Buddhism 
and Hinduism, which emerged from the Indian subcontinent. 

11. Peebles,  et al., 15.
 
12. Peebles,  et al., 7. 

The island’s physical isolation has provided the opportunity for 
Sri Lanka to develop an independent culture through a diverse 
range of art, architecture, literature, and music.

Unfortunately, Sri Lanka is still a poor country, despite visible 
improvements in some areas, with villagers increasingly living 
in permanent houses with running water and electricity, as 
opposed to wattle-and-daub huts with woven palm-leaf roofs.13 
After almost three decades of ethnic conflict, the northern 
region of Sri Lanka still carries the wounds of the war between 
Sinhalese and Tamils, and much work has to be done in order 
to help communities with reconstruction and rehabilitation 
efforts. Whilst slum upgrading and self-help building initiatives 
are supported by the government, Sri Lanka has achieved 
significant strides in decreasing child mortality, improving life 
expectancy and attaining high literacy rates in the last several 
years.14

13. Peebles,  et al., 10. 

14. Peebles,  et al., 6. 

Figure 15: Local fisherman drying fish out in the sun. 
Eastern Province. By Author.
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Orphans are prevalent throughout the world and represent an ever-
present problem that is intertwined with human development. As a result 
of the impoverished conditions the world is in, the suffering continues. 

About 75% of all the children living in severe poverty are located in 
sub-Saharan Africa and Asia, according to World Bank and UNICEF 
research.15  This chapter offers insight into the present status of 
the orphan crisis, which exists across the world, while also giving 
important factual data to illustrate the point in support of the notion.

African countries have the greatest percentage of extremely poor 
children in the world; slightly more than half of all such children are 
found in Sub-Saharan Africa, where 41% of the population is supposed 
to survive on less than $1.90 a day.16 Child population on the African 
continent accounts for about half of the total population; around a 
quarter of them are physically or mentally challenged.17 An estimated 
32.1 million orphans live in Africa and are growing up stunted due 
to malnutrition.18 The enormity of the orphan crisis will only increase, 
as the population of Africa is expected to more than double by 2050.

Due to recent circumstances, according to UN projections, a total of 
42.66 million children globally may be displaced from their homes as a 
result of the Covid-19 pandemic; a universal crisis.19 This is an increase 
from the estimated 388 million children who were already living in 
extreme poverty at the start of 2019.20 
15. “Facts & Statistics About Africa: Children International: Help African Kids in Need,” Children International, accessed October 06, 
2021, https://www.children.org/global-poverty/global-poverty-facts/africa).

16. Policy Brief: The Impact of COVID-19 on Children, issue brief, April 15, 2020, page 6, accessed September 9, 2021, https://www.
un.org/sites/un2.un.org/files/policy_brief_on_covid_impact_on_children_16_april_2020.pdf). 

17. “Facts & Statistics About Africa: Children International: Help African Kids in Need,”. 

18. “Facts & Statistics About Africa: Children International: Help African Kids in Need,”.
 
19. Policy Brief: The Impact of COVID-19 on Children, issue brief, April 15, 2020,  2.

20. Policy Brief: The Impact of COVID-19 on Children, issue brief, April 15, 2020,  2. 

Looking closer into Sri Lanka’s closest neighbour, India,  as 
many as 30,071 children were orphaned, lost a parent or were 
abandoned according to statistics provided by various states 
to the National Commission for Protection of Child Rights 
(NCPCR).21 The staggering numbers leads to dangers of human 
trafficking; where traffickers target orphaned children the most. 
This has been especially the case during Covid-19. Children 
from low-caste groups, particularly those from impoverished 
backgrounds, have the greatest likelihood of falling prey to 
human traffickers. Where “survival of the fittest” rules, children 
are more likely to engage in child labour. 

Analysing Nitish Kumar’s story, aged 14, from India who lost 
both parents to the pandemic.  He said, “[my] first priority 
now is to arrange food for my sisters rather than continuing 
with my studies. Right now, we are surviving on relief materials 
being donated by social workers, but they will not be available 
all the time. I will have to work. With their death, my dream 
too was buried.”22 These are all predicted outcomes of a child 
when abandoned or parent-less with dropping out of school 
and increase in child labour being the immediate consequences. 

With an estimated 370,000 children living in more than 9,500 
CCIs in India,  approximately only 3,000 to 5,000 (0.01%) 
children were adopted in 2018-19.23 Adoption is almost non-
existent in India when compared to the 135,000 children 
21. Kamala Thiagarajan, “India’s COVID Orphans Face Trauma And Trafficking Risks,” NPR, June 10, 2021, accessed 
September 09, 2021, https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandsoda/2021/06/10/1004883272/indias-covid-orphans-face-
trauma-and-trafficking-risks).
 
22. Hannah Ellis-Petersen and Manoj Chaurasia, “’My Dream Was Buried’: The Children of India Orphaned by Covid,” 
The Guardian, June 11, 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jun/11/my-dream-was-buried-the-children-of-
india-orphaned-by-covid.

 
23. Analysing Data of Mapping and Review Exercise of Child Care Institutions under the Juvenile Justice, report, Septem-
ber 2018, page 16, accessed September 10, 2021, https://wcd.nic.in/sites/default/files/CIF Report 1.pdf).

adopted yearly in the United States of America.24 Furthermore, 
it should be noted that adoption of older children is regarded 
uncommon, with most individuals preferring to adopt infants or 
children under the age of two. The longer these children spend at 
these CCIs, the more uncertain their future becomes. 

Current figures from the Indian Society of Assisted Reproduction 
indicate that there are about 20,000 parents in line to adopt, 
compared with the 27.5 million couples who are actively attempting 
to conceive but are experiencing infertility.25 With their distorted 
view of adoption, these statistics serve as evidence that adoption is 
a last choice for couples in need of a child. As a result shelters and 
orphanages are overflowing and at full capacity, which is unsustainable 
and can be applied to most countries in present times.

As has been shown, the orphan problem does not seem to be getting 
any better. The pandemic will not only increase the number of 
children living in CCIs, but it will also have a detrimental effect on 
the capacity of CCIs to care for the children who are currently in their 
care. The countries most adversely affected are those in sub-Saharan 
Africa and Southeast Asia. Government policies and objectives that 
have been in place for years, as well as those of private donors, may 
need to be reassessed with a realistic and humanitarian perspective in 
order to react to the present crisis, at least until the situation stabilizes.

24. Kamala Thiagarajan, “India’s COVID Orphans Face Trauma And Trafficking Risks,”. 

25. Shreya Kalra | The Wire, “Why India’s Adoption Rate Is Abysmal despite Its 30 Million Abandoned Kids,” Business Standard, 
October 30, 2018, accessed September 10, 2021, https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/why-india-s-adoption-
rate-is-abysmal-despite-its-30-million-abandoned-kids-118103000218_1.html). 

1.2 ORPHAN CRISIS - A GLOBAL PHENOMENA

Figure 16: Abandoned children’s shoes lined up at the front en-
trance of the facility. Image by Author.
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1.3  SPOTLIGHT ON SRI LANKA

Similarly, residential institutional care, mainly 
known as orphanages, is now the fate of many 
children in Sri Lanka who have been abandoned 
due to low-income socioeconomic groups, 
resulting in them having uncertain futures. Many 
children have been forced into institutional 
care because of the vicious cycle of poverty and 
breakdown of their family structures, which may 
have resulted from parental disputes, neglect or 
divorce as well as parental loss. 

Another element is the Civil War, which ended in 2009 
but left tens of thousands of Sri Lankans internally 
displaced.  

After more than two decades of war, a ceasefire was 
reached in 2002, and peace negotiations began. Almost 
three decades of war have had a significant impact on the 
Sri Lankan people, particularly on young children and 
families in the war regions. 

Natural disasters are another cause for concern.  The 
tsunami that followed the magnitude 9.0 Indian Ocean 
earthquake on December 26, 2004 claimed the lives 
of nearly 30,000 people in Sri Lanka, wiped out whole 
towns and triggered infectious diseases such as cholera. 
Over 1.5 million people were driven from their homes as 
a result of the tsunami, which was the worst catastrophe 
in Sri Lankan history. A total of 546,509 individuals, 
including 245,929 children, were directly impacted by 
the tragedy.26

26. “Three Years On from the Tsunami,” Save The Children, 2007, https://www.savethechildren.org/content/
dam/global/reports/emergency-humanitarian-response/tsunami-3yrs-07.pdf. 

Figure 17: Narrative Collage of problems affiliated. Image by Author.
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Poverty is often the contributing cause of families feeling 
that they are not able to adequately provide for their infants, 
thus leaving them deserted. In 2013, approximately 45% of 
Sri Lanka’s population survived on less than $5 a day causing 
living standards to remain low.27 According to UNICEF’s 
Investing in the Future report, most Sri Lankan families do 
not have adequate incomes and face numerous challenges 
in raising their children. The national poverty rate indicate 
that although fewer children are living in poverty “the low 
national poverty line used in Sri Lanka masks the fact that 
significant challenges remain.” 28 The report noted, “in reality, 
the poverty lines is set at a very low level and is no longer 
appropriate for Sri Lanka’s current status as a middle-income 
country.”29 It was found that 74% of children in Sri Lanka 
live on 506 rupees (USD 2.78) per day, while 36% live on 
278 rupees a day.30 Families with three or more children 
confront extremely challenging conditions.

While the majority of children have the potential to attend 
school, the research noted that attendance declines with 
age; by the age of 18, over half of boys and 40% of girls 
have dropped out.31 Many leave school at the age of 15 and 
seek jobs to help their family’s meagre income, negatively 
affecting the national economy.32 The 2019 Findings on 
the Worst Forms of Child Labour report by the Bureau 
of International Labour Affairs found that child labour 

27. Yasara Sooriyanayaka, “COVID-19 Pandemic Exacerbates Sri Lanka’s High Child Poverty Rate,” World Socialist 
Web Site, December 21, 2020, https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2020/12/22/chil-d22.html.
 
28. Madeleine Cretney, Stephen Kidd, Louise Moreira Daniels, Bjorn Gelders, Diloa Athias, “Investing in the Future: 
A Universal Benefit for Sri Lanka’s Children,” UNICEF, 2020, 2 https://www.unicef.org/srilanka/media/1276/file/
Investing in the future: A universal benefit for Sri Lanka%27s children.pdf.

 
29. Cretney, et al.,  2.
 
30. Cretney, et al.,  2. 

31. Cretney, et al.,  5. 
32. Cretney, et al.,  5.
 

activities in Sri Lankan children include: farming, fishing; deep sea fishing, 
processing fish and selling fish; manufacturing of clothing and food; mining 
and construction; domestic work; vending in stores and on the streets; 
transportation and begging; and working in hotels, restaurants and offices. . 
Commercial sexual exploitation, sometimes as a result of human trafficking, 
and forced domestic labour are the categorically worst forms of child labour. 
Child labour is also utilized in illicit activities including drug trafficking.33 
UNICEF also confirmed that children in Sri Lanka “are leaving the 
education system without the skills and the mindset needed to compete in 
a dynamic knowledge-based economy and a socially competitive market.”34 

A further concern relates to “wasting”, which affects 15% of children under 
5 years of age, as studies have found that the first 1,000 days (between 
conception to a child’s second birthday) are critical for a child’s development. 
It is the essential years of a child where “the foundations of optimum health, 
growth, and brain development across the lifespan are established.”35 Effects 
of undernutrition is associated with “impaired cognitive function, school 
absenteeism and psychological stress.”36 The high percentage rate for Sri 
Lanka places the country at the ninth worst in the world.37 Near famine-like 
conditions have also been established in some districts in Sri Lanka, 25.4% 
in Moneragala and 21.8% in Hambantota.38  

According to 2013 figures, rural areas in Sri Lanka are home to 75% of 
the country’s overall population and 85% of the country’s poor,  creating 
unequal spatial distribution of wealth.39  The agricultural sector, which 

33. “2019 Findings on the Worst Forms of Child Labour,” Bureau of International Labor Affairs, 2019, https://www.dol.gov/sites/dolgov/files/
ILAB/child_labor_reports/tda2019/Sri-Lanka.pdf.

 
34. “The Situation of Children in Sri Lanka,” UNICEF Sri Lanka, accessed September 09, 2921.  https://www.unicef.org/srilanka/situation-chil-
dren-sri-lanka.

 
35. Cretney, et al.,  4.
 
36. Cretney, et al.,  5.
 
37. Cretney, et al., 4.

38. Cretney, et al.,  4.
 
39. Ashley Bond, “5 Facts About Poverty in Sri Lanka,” The Borgen Project, July 13, 2020, https://borgenproject.org/facts-about-poverty-in-sri-
lanka/.

Figure 18: May 24, 2019, Living conditions in Colombo slums.

Figure 19: Reason for admission into CCIs by sex in Sri Lanka.
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employs almost 30% of Sri Lanka’s workforce, has lower 
wages and fewer opportunities to advance. About 50% 
of the employed poor work in the agriculture industry. 
Further issues contributing to poverty include malnutrition 
and climate change. Approximately 22% of Sri Lankans 
are undernourished or malnourished, according to the 
World Food Programme. In the face of frequent floods and 
droughts that endanger food security and restrict access to 
safe drinking water, climate change is continuing to worsen 
poverty.

Due to extreme poverty and insecure incomes, around 40% 
of children aged 3-4 years are not admitted to, or do not 
attend pre-school or early childhood development centres, 
thus hindering their progress in later life.40 Further, due to 
income stress and poverty, children are living in families and 
households where violence is prevalent, and this seriously 
impacts their well-being. According to statistics, 17% of 
women aged 15-49 who have been married at least once 
in Sri Lanka have been victims of domestic abuse; in some 
districts, the rate exceeds 50%.41 

Children’s cognitive and sensory development, as well as 
their language development, can be hindered by domestic 
violence,  likely causing sleep problems, emotional distress 
and depression, all of which are not conducive to their 
performance at school and workforce participation.42 If 
children are not able to enter the work force,  Sri Lanka’s 

 
40. Cretney, et al., 6.
 
41. Cretney, et al., 6.

42. Cretney, et al., 6. 

economic growth and economic development will massively 
decline, compromising the future of today’s and tomorrow’s 
children.43

The majority of children in childcare facilities 55.2% are Sinhala, 
with Tamils a distant second at 38.5% (refer to Figure 20). In 
terms of religion, almost 45% of the children are Buddhists, 
while a significant number of children (25%) are Hindus, and 
more than 10% are Roman Catholics or Christians, according 
to the data. Only a small percentage of Islamic children are in 
CCIs, possibly due to their religious ideology and traditions, 
which prevent them from allowing their children, particularly 
female children, to live outside their homes.

43. Cretney, et al., 6. 

Figure 20: Distribution of children living in CCIs by religion. 
and ethnicity.

Figure 21: Distribution of children in CCIs by sex and age.

Figure 22: Children in institutions around the globe. There is a scarcity of records on institutions therefore not covered due to lack of data. Image by Author. Adapted from Lumos.
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In Sri Lanka, many children’s homes are proving to not even have sufficient basic facilities such as beds, 
natural light, privacy, clean water or adequate sanitation facilities. Homes were found to be overcrowded 
and lacking in sufficient staff to provide for each individual child’s needs. It has been difficult to find 
staff because the pay is insufficient. “We take turns to sleep on beds as there are five children in my room 
and only two beds,”44 a child from an orphanage in Sri Lanka reported to IRIN. According to UNICEF, 
children were found to be sleeping on mats on the floor in 136 orphanages, as they did not have a 
sufficient number of beds.45 

UNICEF also noted that, out of over 21,000 children living in orphanages, one or both of the parents 
of more than 19,000  are still alive. This was due to the lack of programs available to help these children 
reunite with their families.46 Despite the parents or adult family members being healthy themselves, if 
they are unable to meet the nutritional, educational and healthcare needs of their children, they seek out 
institutional-based care. Currently, children who are given up as a means of ensuring their survival or 
orphaned through the loss of a parent often end up in institutionalized or foster-based care—if unable 
to be placed within the extended family. For children not fortunate enough to be able to live with their 
immediate or extended family or to be placed in foster care, an orphanage is often the only choice for their 
survival. 

To summarise, orphanages do not only care for orphans (children whose parents have died); they also help 
children  who are neglected or mistreated, have behavioural issues, or have committed crimes because their 
parents have failed to properly care for them. Therefore, it is important to invest in children today to avoid 
the challenges of tomorrow. 

Evidently, institutionalization could be avoided if programs were implemented to better support families 
and address the underlying causes of poverty. To reinforce the extent of the problem, “AIDS and other 
diseases, armed conflict, natural disasters, forced displacement and extreme poverty leave millions of 
children orphaned, separated or on the brink of family breakdown.” If we do not want orphanages or 
orphans to exist, then do we try to address the causes of these issues first?

44. IRIN, “Orphanages Used as Last Resort by Parents of 19,000 Children,” The New Humanitarian, 2007, https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/report/74073/sri-lanka-orphanages-used-last-resort-par-
ents-19000-children. 

45. IRIN, “Orphanages Used as Last Resort by Parents of 19,000 Children.” 
46. IRIN, “Orphanages Used as Last Resort by Parents of 19,000 Children.” 

Figure 23: Orphanage facility in Jaffna, Sri Lanka. 
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1.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

This investigation focuses on the design of a 
community-based facility for orphans in Sri 
Lanka, utilizing an approach that enhances 
these abandoned children’s cultural health 
and physical well-being, education, economic 
advancement, shelter and protection for the 
purpose of healing and changing lives for the 
better. This project examines a proposal for a 
home for the children who otherwise would end 
up on the streets or in the slums of Sri Lanka.

Given the negative connotations associated 
with the term “orphanage,”  this project 
employs a different term— “Community 
Village for Orphans.” This village will include 
programmatic responses to children’s needs such 
as comfortable shared housing system, kitchens, 
essential yet often neglected sanitary facilities 
and common spaces, all of which will be centred 
on the educational and self-development of the 
child. 

The children will be able to live in a secure 
and protected environment from the time they 
are infants until the time they reach maturity. 
Adaptive design techniques have been utilized 
to support these critical developmental years of 
their lives.

Sri Lankan contexts are reapplied within the 
project using vernacular architecture strategies. 
The design strategies draw on international 
approaches identified in the precedents studied 
in this research. In this way, the children can be 
empowered and given hope; thus, their lives can 
be enriched. Additionally, this research explores 
whether the conventional orphanages in Sri 
Lanka are indeed a beneficial scheme for kids 
without parents/families and how the traditional 
orphanage design can be re-evaluated to suit the 
Sri Lankan context. 

By addressing the needs of orphans, families and 
communities through architectural intervention, 
greater socioeconomic stability can be achieved 
along with improved education, nutrition, 
health and well-being. Socioeconomic status 
collaboration, institutional collaboration, 
community collaboration and civic collaboration 
is necessary to make this project successful. The 
research should take account of all of the issues 
related to children who have been orphaned in Sri 
Lanka (including causes) in order to show that it 
will be effective in meeting the requirements of 
orphaned children. 

Studying the social benefits of architecture will 
enrich the project, ensuring that the occupier 
and community can heal through good design. 

Importantly, such study highlights the  fundamental 
premise of architecture itself; to shelter, protect and 
improve the lives of people and their families.

When we fully comprehend the immediate and 
long-term impacts on orphaned children, we can 
better appreciate what actions must be done to 
thoroughly address many of the issues.

1. Family care, 
2. Educational access, 
3. Health and well-being and 
4. Community engagement 

are the four project goals  that must be fulfilled 
for the design to be successful. Orphan care may 
take place in a variety of ways, including providing 
children with access to educational, medical and 
nutritional services to guarantee their well-being, 
while at-risk families get the same level of support 
to enable them to maintain connections with their 
children. Therefore, an educational component, a 
health centre and community amenities has been  
included to complete the design, resulting in a 
comprehensive care centre for the community and 
families.

The project’s foundations must be built on family 
and community unity, as this is perhaps the most 
effective means of preventing orphaned children 
from becoming orphans in the future.
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1.5 RESEARCH QUESTION

The following research question will be subject to investigation throughout this thesis:

How can architecture improve living standards, and the quality of life, for children in Sri Lankan orphanages?

Figure 24: A Tamil family in the 1980s. 
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In a country as small as Sri Lanka, with a prodigious population of 21.67 million, 
the need to establish a solid childcare system is crucial, whether via architectural 
means or otherwise. Overall, the project aims to improve the well-being and futures 
of neglected children through a design for a residential home, with on-site staff, that 
can accommodate a minimum of 50 children. The architecture of the building will 
provide the essential amenities that are presently lacking in existing orphanages in 
Sri Lanka. It is intended that the work undertaken for this research will provide the 
groundwork for further research in this area and develop public conversations around 
the extreme forms of child exploitation as well as the situation of orphaned children 
in Sri Lanka. The project site is located in Ragama, Sri Lanka, a suburb of Colombo 
located in Gampaha District, in the Western Province.

1.6 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS

1.6.1 SCOPE

1.6.2 LIMITATIONS
• The project acknowledges that some children, although abandoned, still have living parents and relatives.  They are encouraged to connect and 
bond with their ‘new family’ and keep in touch with their own family. 

• This project does not explore the current existing orphanage on site due to the restricted data available. 

• This project will not study and follow Sri Lankan building regulations. 

• Whilst orphanage tourism is studied and viewed negatively, it is uncertain whether tourists are an added component or whether they will be 
allowed to volunteer at this Community Village. However, funds are very much appreciated from foreigners in the context of this building as it 
will be a NGO. 

• The initiative will put a strong emphasis on the broader community in which it is located in order to prevent the children from feeling excluded 
and to foster a sense of belonging to a broader range of people.

Like all projects that are forging new ground, this study has limitations insofar as it is impossible to cover  all aspects of the large topic. It is essential to 
research the economic, social and cultural contexts, as the findings will help resolve any issues regarding childcare systems and institutions. Further, 
these three contexts will influence each other simultaneously, further adding complications that will need to be addressed. Poverty and population 
growth are essential factors to be considered. The project’s long-term goal is to improve the emotional and psychological well-being of children 
by combining rigorous research. This will result in a practical model and detailed analysis of building a community that grows psychologically 
healthy and resilient children and, thus, competent adults for the future. Altogether, the stigma circling orphanages and institutions is removed. 
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1.7 METHODOLOGY
Sri Lanka is used as a case study in this design project to illustrate an approach towards a model for orphanage 
design. The approach involves developing a framework for providing such facilities in Sri Lanka as well as for 
use as a global standard to adapt for specific contexts. 

Four research methods are employed. 
- First, the literature review draws on a range of texts to support the proposal, from articles and books to reports 

and data from sources such as the United Nations and UNICEF. 

- Second, the precedent review investigates current models of orphanages, identifying a variety of examples from 

hot-humid climates in Africa and Asian continents. 

- Third, Sri Lankan case studies are used to investigate the current issues faced in both the running of facilities 

and their architectural deficiencies.

- Fourth, vernacular architecture is a driving design factor and will be examined in the design process of 

the facility. Links to prominent vernacular architects, Geoffrey Bawa and Balkrishna Doshi, are made in a 

discussion of community-driven, local, low-cost architecture. 

The design process involves developing a project using analysed examples of precedents and case studies. Site 
analysis is carried out to discover the potential of the site to support the design of a village typology for the 
development of healthy, resilient children. The outcome is then modelled and visualized in 3D design. 

1.8 ORIGINALITY/VALUE
With the findings of this research, the debate over the design of modern-age orphanage facilities is 
reinforced, and it is argued that such housing facilities can aid a child’s overall and long-term healthy 
development.  Although derived from examples of such facilities around the globe, this facility will be 
a revitalized, fresh approach to designing such a facility, especially in the context of Sri Lanka. 
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 
The good and the bad

This literature review aims to investigate the current state of orphanages and both the negative and 
positive impacts they have on children’s well-being on a global scale. The claims of child development 
specialists that residential institutions do not adequately meet children’s developmental, acculturation, 
and social integration needs are analysed. Misconceptions concerning orphanage conditions, past and 
present, are identified. Historical examples of orphanages are also discussed to understand how such 
misconceptions have arisen. Demonizing orphanages is not the intention here; rather, it is to ask the 
question: to what extent do orphanages cause pain and damage to children?

Why are orphanages perceived as a negative solution to the orphan crisis around the world when a home 
for shelter and protection is precisely what children need? It is essential to understand the rationale 
for why so many families are choosing to entrust the care of their children to such organizations.  
Facing poverty every day in these low-and middle-income countries in the developing world, they 
feel ill-equipped to be parents or guardians. While families are enticed by the offerings of cash and 
education for their children and unaware of the harm caused by institutional care, these orphanages 
can nonetheless be viewed pragmatically due to the security in life that they extend to the child.  

Figure 25: Young Sri Lankan children.
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2.1 ORPHAN TRADE AND TOURISM

To feed the demand for volunteering, orphanages have become 
tourist attractions, which is another reason the concept is 
perceived negatively. The linkage between modern-day child 
slavery and orphanage tourism lies in the overarching discourses 
of sustainable, ethical, responsible, inclusive and resilient 
tourism, to name a few. Orphanage tourism occurs more so in 
less developed countries and is viewed as ‘doing good’ and ‘giving 
back’ by Westerners while travelling via visitations, volunteerism 
and skills transference. These travellers tend to arrive from wealthy 
countries in North America and Europe as well as Australia and 
New Zealand. 

Due to ongoing economic, political and social disruptions, 
countries in Southeast Asia, Southern Asia, Latin America 
and Africa, not surprisingly, are the go-to spots for orphanage 
tourism—a profitable industry where the children are the 
main attraction. The research presents the notion that “the 
social isolation and Westernized upbringing experienced by 
the children causes a loss of identity and sense of belonging 
concerning their biological families.”47 The compelling, popular 
imagery of children living in dire conditions targets the goodwill 
of volunteers and elicits a tremendous amount of sympathy 
and altruism. These volunteers are called on for their wealth, 
while those who are skilful, intelligent or have multicultural 
competencies are ignored.

Whilst the discovery of absolute poverty has taken Western 

47. Kwabena Frimpong-Manso, “Funding Orphanages on Donations and Gifts: Implications for Orphans in Ghana,” New 
Ideas in Psychology 60 (2021): 100835.

 

volunteers completely by surprise, it was found that tourists and donators 
were not made aware or informed that orphanages in these countries were 
“run by unscrupulous operators and aided by middlemen and organizations 
fully aware of the highly problematic nature of the enterprise.”48 In the article 
‘Indonesia’s Orphanage Trade’, evidence was provided of orphanage operators 
recruiting children to make a profit from donations of travellers, financial 
incentive systems for employees to recruit children to these orphanages and 
orphanages that are sites of transition for traffickers in child labour, child 
marriage and sexual exploitation.49 

Further, these fraudulent operators were found to be faking parental death 
certificates to give children the label of an orphan because this raises their 
value in the adoption and orphanage tourism markets.50 If the poverty that 
consumes these families is intractable, then tourism can offer children and 
their families a way out of dire predicaments. The donations offered by 
Western tourists only creates more orphans because in some cases children 
are placed in care to attract more donors and thus generate more revenue for 
the organization. 

48. Joseph M. Cheer, Modern Day Slavery and Orphanage Tourism (Wallingford, Oxfordshire: CABI, 2020), xxv. 
 
49. Helen McLaren and Nismah Qonita, “Indonesia’s Orphanage Trade: Islamic Philanthropy’s Good Intentions, Some Not So Good Outcomes,” 
Religion 11 (2019): 1. 

 
50. Kwabena Frimpong-Manso, “Funding Orphanages on Donations and Gifts: Implications for Orphans in Ghana,”
 

In the book, ‘Modern Day Slavery 
and Orphanage Tourism’, orphanage 
administration staff are identified “as 
the main instigators for this business, 
perpetrators driving children’s rights 
violations with potentially strong links to 
trafficking and sexual abuse”.51 With the 
introduction of legislation in 2018, Australia 
became the first country to criminalize the 
recruitment of children into orphanages as a 
form of slavery.52

2.2 DEMAND AND SUPPLY

In recent years, a great deal of evidence has 
emerged about children’s facilities often 
being frightening environments; children 
were ill-treated, at least in accordance with 
modern standards, despite the fact that 
care was generally provided with the best of 
intentions by those in charge. The negative 
connotations on orphanages have lingered 
since the historical times and all around 
the globe, including in most developed 
countries. 

In the book ‘Home Away from Home: The 
Forgotten History of Orphanages’ which 
discusses orphanages in the 1870s, the 

51. Cheer, Modern Day Slavery,  119.
 
52. Joanne Lu, “Why There’s a Global Outcry over Volunteering at Orphan-
ages,” NPR, January 13, 2020, https://www.npr.org/sections/goatsandso-
da/2020/01/13/779528039/why-theres-a-global-campaign-to-stop-volunteers-from-
visiting-orphanages. 

Figure 27: Example of orphanage tourism in Thailand.

Figure 26: Cycle of exploiters.
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demand for orphans and other children in need was high, 
and, due to adult deaths due from disasters and wars, 
orphanages were opening in ever-increasing numbers.53 
Ongoing urban growth, industrialization, immigration, 
disease outbreaks and economic depressions  created 
significantly concentrated poverty clusters and highly 
vulnerable urban populations, which led to the urgent 
need for orphanages. 

This complicated set of circumstances made it difficult to 
accept donations from community members who were 
in support of them and greatly increased the number of 
families who sought help. In addition, those institutions 
that accepted half-orphans and children with both living 
parents were inundated with more admission applications 
than they could accept.54 

The lack of resources, training and support to run a 
compliance home are all factors that contribute to the 
suffering of children in care. Due to Covid-19, facilities 
dependent on donors and visitors have been impacted by 
visitation restrictions, which has adversely harmed their 
fundraising for daily essentials. Non-residents, external 
volunteers and outside organizations working with CCIs 
to execute their health and education initiatives are limited 
in their engagement with kids due to the pandemic. 

Many articles have been written on the maltreatment of 
children on a global scale. Worldwide reports focus on 
such matters as child abuse, exploitation and violence. 
Physical, mental and emotional well-being has been 
irreparably harmed and “physical, intellectual, and 
53. Richard B. McKenzie, Home Away from Home: The Forgotten History of Orphanages (New York: 
Encounter Books, 2009), 232.

54. McKenzie, Home Away from Home”, 240.

psychosocial development is delayed”55. Altogether, this will cause the children to be 
unprepared for future employment, a life on their own after turning 18, exploitation and 
homelessness. All whilst the children experienced delayed physical growth, neural atrophy, 
abnormal brain development, attachment disorders and behavioural problems.56 Research 
has discovered that “a rule of thumb is that for every three months that a young child 
resides in an institution, they lose one month of development”57. Various organizations 
and charities have expressed their strong support for the closure of these institutions, 

55. “Understanding the Orphanage Crisis: Changing the Way We Care.” Changing the Way We Care - Help Orphans, October 3, 2018, https://www.changingthewaycare.org/
understand/.

56. Rebecca Johnson; Kevin Browne;and Catherine Hamilton-Giachritis, “Young Children in Institutional Care at Risk of Harm,” Trauma, Violence & Abuse 7, no. 1 (January 
2006), https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16332980/.
 
57. John Williamson and Aaron Greenburg, “Families Not Orphanages,” Better Care Network, September 2010, 6, http://thinkchildsafe.org/thinkbeforevisiting/resources/
Families_Not_Orphanages_J_Williamson.pdf.
 

believing that they are detrimental to the children’s 
development and well-being. The prolonged care 
provided to children in these institutions also 
results in a lack of cultural and social competencies, 
which are necessary for them to operate effectively 
in their communities after they have been released 
from the institution. The children want to maintain 
contact with their families and communities, but 
because many orphans come from rural areas, the 
distance between their communities of origin and 
the orphanage makes it difficult and results in 
emotional trauma.58 

It has also been discovered that orphanages are very 
costly to operate. Expenses include, for example, 
building upkeep, food, clothes and educational 
requirements. An evaluation report from three 
countries in different regions reached the same 
conclusion: “research findings reveal that poverty is 
a major underlying cause of children being received 
into institutional care and that such reception into 
care is costly, inappropriate and often harmful 
response to adverse economic circumstances.”59 
Orphanages, on the other hand, are the only option 
available to poor families as a means of dealing with 
their difficult economic circumstances. Family-
based care, whether provided by a foster family, 
extended family or members of the child’s immediate 
family, is much less costly than institutional care 
and provides children with the upbringing they 
deserve. In certain instances, parental absence does 

58. Frimpong-Manso, “Funding Orphanages”: 100835.

59. Williamson and Greenburg, “Families Not Orphanages,” 8.

 

not always imply parental abandonment 
of the child; a large number of parents 
still continue to support and visit their 
children on a regular basis, even if they 
have moved away.60 

It is the goal of Lumos, a 
worldwide foundation, to halt the 
institutionalization of children by 
assisting families in need rather than 

60. Michelle Hatch and Dorrit Posel, “Who Cares for Children? A Quantita-
tive Study of Childcare in South Africa,” Development Southern Africa 35, 
no. 2: 267-282, DOI: 10.1080/0376835X.2018.1452716. 

Figure 28: Cramped conditions of an orphanage in Howrah.

Figure 29: Campaign “Don’t Create More Orphans” by Childsafe in 2011 seen by over 30 million worldwide.

Figure 30: “Support Families, Not Orphanages”. 
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by enabling orphanages to continue to survive. It 
is necessary to make a clear distinction between an 
‘institution’ and high-quality residential care for 
orphaned children. Lumos has found that institutions 
do damage to children in a number of ways. 

Children are taken away from their parents and siblings 
and placed in the care of those who are paid to do so 
and who work in shifts to provide for their basic needs. 
A large number of children who are not connected to 
one another live in the same building or complex. The 
atmosphere and settings are separated from the rest of 
the community and are easily distinguishable as being 
unique from or outside of the rest of the community’s 
norms (e.g., use of high walls or fencing, barbed wire, 
guards at the gate etc). Contact with the biological and 
extended family is not actively promoted or fostered, 
thus reducing well-being. 

The care given is unstructured and impersonal, and 
the requirements of the organization take precedence 
over the needs of the children as unique individuals. In 
addition, a variety of negligent behaviours on the part 
of the staff (e.g., children who are not adequately fed, 
infants who are left in dirty diapers, the employment of 
restrictive or hazardous methods to regulate children’s 
behaviour) are common.

Institutions, which provide a residential setting for 
infants and young children, include the following: 
special schools, large children’s homes, centres for 
unaccompanied migrant/refugee children, social care 
homes, security units, psychiatric ward, paediatric 
wards (long term), and prisons.

Lumos thinks that raising children in orphanages or 
other institutions is detrimental to their health and 

development because of the exposure to abuse as well 
as increasing the likelihood that they would engage in 
criminal behaviour in the future. 

Even when done with the best of intentions, the care 
provided to children in these orphanages is customized 
to the requirements of the institution rather than the 
needs of the child. The staff struggle to cope with the 
high numbers of children, “physical contact, care and 
attention become a luxury.”61 Because of this, Lumos 
advocates the closure of all orphanages around the 
world by addressing the causes of family separation 
such as poverty, abuse, domestic violence and disability 
discrimination. This would allow the children to be 
reunited with their families, “where they can thrive and 
be supported to their full potential.”62 

2.3 LAST RESORT

The question is: can the psychological and physical 
well-being of children and the orphan crisis in Sri 
Lanka be alleviated through a modernized care facility 
that prioritises a child-focus? While residential care 
for children is appropriate in many situations, not all 
such facilities are. For example, some adolescents living 
on the streets are not willing or able to return to their 
families or to rely on a substitute family. 

Sri Lanka continues to have severe pockets of poverty 
in some urban areas, the nation’s northern and eastern 
regions and the hill country. Despite the fact that 
infant and under-five mortality is still a problem 
61. “The Problem,” Lumos, accessed May 3, 2021, https://www.wearelumos.org/what-we-do/
the-problem/.

62. “Home,” Lumos, accessed May 3, 2021, https://www.wearelumos.org/. 

in disadvantaged areas, other issues such as 
undernutrition and uneven access to preventive 
and curative healthcare remains a concern. 

Instances of violence, abuse and exploitation are 
still visible in communities, institutions and homes 
due to the weakness of child protection services, 
making it hard for children to live a stable life free 
from discrimination.63 Residential homes may offer 
a safe haven for children for brief periods of time 
while also providing them with assistance and an 
alternate way of life until they can be placed with a 
family or find other long-term arrangements. 

It is estimated that 370,000 children are now 
housed in around 9,500 (CCIs) in India. Adoption 
and foster care placements are also at a low level, 
with just 4,027 children (0.01 percent) being 
adopted in 2018-19, further demonstrating the 
need for CCIs.64

There is evidence that children’s institutions, in 
addition to basic education, have offered training. 
This would have provided the children with 
opportunities that they may not have otherwise 
had. In the past, orphanages frequently accepted 
children out of goodwill, while acknowledging 
that the living conditions were not up to standard. 
“None of these institutions had unlimited spaces, 
however, and those they took in often spent their 
whole childhood there”.65 

63. UNICEF, “The Situation of Children in Sri Lanka.

64. “Facts & Statistics About Africa: Children International: Help African Kids in Need.”
 
65. Peter Higginbotham, Children’s Homes: A History of Institutional Care for Britain’s 
Young (Barnsley, South Yorkshire: Pen & Sword History, 2017).
 

Moreover, “some asylum managers saw 
children as innocents in need of protection, 
while others viewed their children as in need 
of strict discipline.”66 Children’s homes caring 
for neglected children do appear appealing 
because “the child is guaranteed food, 
clothing and an education.” But to ensure that 
the children remain in their communities, 
surrounded by leaders and peers, systematic 
programs must be implemented. This is less 
costly in terms of both financial resources and 
the emotional well-being of the child. 

Orphanages are not the ideal solution for 
orphaned children; at best, they are a band-
aid solution to address the needs of the 
children who are already orphaned as opposed 
to a preventive solution to the problem. As a 
matter of fact, orphanages cannot be expected 
to replace parents; institutionalized care 
cannot  match the psychological care provided 
by loving parents. The only way to find a long-
term solution to the orphan problem is via the 
adoption of a family-based model of care for 
children and families.

Ultimately, as a solution to the orphan crisis, 
Paul Ronald, CEO of Save the Children 
Australia, believes that we must maintain our 
efforts to highlight the issues that are associated 
with institutional care if we are to improve the 
lives of the world’s most vulnerable children as 
well as highlight alternatives that exist. 

66. McKenzie, Home Away from Home, 234. 

Figure 31: Children living in a ward setting at a Vietnam orphanage.
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3.0 PRECEDENT REVIEW

Architects and organizations around the world have put significant effort into addressing particular issues related to the orphan crisis. Recognizing that 
the proposed design solution is a fairly unique way to mitigate the current orphaned children and non-orphaned children’s families, the precedents 
were selected to support aspects of the proposal that will be integrated such as education, orphan care and family care. 

The precedents were examined in relation to a variety of features: 
materiality, 
construction methods, 
location context, 
layout of plan and 
methods of sustainability.

With this in mind, nine precedents were identified: 
1. School proposal for Tanzania, 
2. SOS Children’s Village in Djibouti;
3. A House for Jorejick Family in Africa; 
4. NGO Streetlight Tagpuro Orphanage; 
5. Self-Sustaining Orphanage in Tanzania; 
6. Auckland City Mission Redevelopment;  
7. Post-Tsunami Housing in Sri Lanka; 
8. Santhi Children Home; and 
9. Primary School in Gando.  

By studying a selected number of these projects, more informed design decisions can be reached in the proposed project. 

Figure 32: Parrish Art Museum, Herzog & de Meuron. Tectonic inspiration.
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3.1 A SCHOOL FOR TANZANIA

PROJECT INFO

Name: Play Follows Farm
Location: Moshi District, Tanzania
Competition: Earth Architecture Competition: A School for Tanzania
Client: Jubilant Orphanage
Architect: T R Radhakrishnan

Figure 33: Play Follows Farm project.
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3.1.1 ARRANGEMENT

The design for this rural area school in Tanzania, for 3-6 year old 
orphans, was produced and entered into an International competition 
by T.R. Radhakrishnan. Principles of self-sustenance and learning 
through play are the main themes of this project. The primary goal 
of the initiative was to enhance early childhood development via the 
use of natural surroundings to establish a long-term environment 
where children will feel comfortable and at home as they begin their 
educational journey. 

Farming operations are transformed into activities of play, thus 
promoting the future of self-sufficiency. The layout of the buildings is 
configured in a rectangle shape, with the farm located inside the inner 
courtyard. All the bedrooms and classrooms have windows that look 
out onto the farm. 

The latter encourages children to engage in agricultural activities while 
also providing safe play areas for the children, who live in the inner 
core of the building rather than its outer perimeters. For such young 
children, it provides a sense of seclusion and protection from the 
outer world. Louvred doors open up from floor to ceiling, providing 
ventilation and views of the outdoors.

3.1.2 MATERIALITY

The interior walls of this project, which are built on top of interlocking 
bricks, are plastered with lime. Through its capacity to absorb and 
release moisture, lime plaster may assist in the stabilization of interior 
humidity in structures. Because of its vapour permeability, the building 
is able to breathe properly. As a consequence, surface condensation and 
mould growth are minimized, resulting in a more comfortable indoor 
environment. 

Lime plaster is environmentally friendly, since it contains less embodied 
energy than cement, allowing for a smaller carbon footprint to be 
maintained. Although lime finishes are attractive, they are also very 
durable, having survived the test of time for more than 600 years in 
places such as cathedrals and churches. The variety of limestone types 
allows for a diverse range of applications and give a sense of individuality 
that is unique to each location. Lime varies in colour, texture and setting 
characteristics, resulting in a distinct regional identity, a sense of place 
and a constant connection with the surrounding aesthetics. 

The workability of lime plaster is elegant and glossy, thanks to its 
delicate binding qualities. Because of the high pH level of lime, it may 
be utilized in both exterior and interior walls. The usage of this material 
in a setting where children are present would be advantageous due to 
its effectiveness in protecting against pests, absorption of hazardous 
chemicals and absorption of smells.

Overall, this project stands out because of the high quality 
layout of the plan for children who need protection at 
such a young age while still being able to explore and 
play in a safe environment. Even though the project did 
not specify how many children it can house, the spaces 
created are flexible and can accommodate a broad variety 
of requirements. The use of lime plaster offers advantages 
in tropical climates such as Sri Lanka, as shown by this 
example, which was appropriate for Tanzania.

Figure 34: Arrangement of building with self-sustaining farm in the 
inner core. Image by Author.

Figure 35: Healthy and safe  internal environment of the classroom.

Figure 36: Sectional diagram of structure.50 51



3.2 SOS CHILDREN’S VILLAGE, DJIBOUTI

PROJECT INFO

Name: SOS Children’s Village
Location: Djibouti, Kenya
Architect: Urko Sanchez Architects

This facility comprises 15 dwellings for children who have lost 
their parents. The architect Urko Sanchez created a “medina” 
for children that makes use of traditional Arabian construction 
methods in response to severe weather conditions. Passive 
ventilation systems, which have historically been used in hot 
climates such as Tadjourah, where temperatures have reached 
some of the highest on the planet, were adapted for this 
environment by making use of the close proximity to the sea and 
resultant air currents. This precedent shows a village typology, 
complete with its own character, identity and sculptural 
characteristics, which may be helpful in the process of building 
a communal village for Sri Lanka. 

Figure 39: Village typology showing private and open spaces. Figure 38: Openness of the living room and the kitchen.

Figure 37: Communal dining area for the children.
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3.2.1 ARRANGEMENT

It is intended that the 15 dwellings function as a mini village 
within the site, with open spaces and a maze-like layout 
that fosters a sense of community while providing general 
permeability that allows adults to keep an eye on the children 
at all times. As a “fortified village,” the centre is described 
as a unitary location with varying heights in relation to its 
perimeter walls. Because of the consistent spacing of windows 
on all four sides of the building, the walls of the centre serve 
to identify the entire space without appearing to deter visitors. 
This allows the centre to engage in a visual dialogue with the 
surrounding city. 

A beneficial aspect of the project that can be duplicated is the 
concept of developing a relationship between the children’s 
village and the city surrounding it, encouraging the sharing 
of resources such as social and medical services with the rest 
of the city. Cultural representation includes clearly referencing 
the medina, an old quarter typical of Islamic cities, and a vast 
number of decorative elements such as fountains, gardens and 
monuments of value. 

The value of privacy is emphasized by closing off access 
to vehicle traffic, arranging houses to create a protected 
microcosmos and positioning them in such a way that they 
face one other but rarely face the outside world. House sizes are 
designed to be compact in order to in order to create a feeling of 
intimacy for the residents, with clearly defined viewing angles 
that include semi-public spaces open to neighbouring homes. 
Giving people the option to engage with each other whenever 
they want encourages them to access these spaces directly; that 
is, the spaces become extensions of the private dwelling itself. 
This open-air communal courtyard model provides greenery, 

seating and play equipment to help promote socialization, resulting in stronger personal 
connections. With the use of the traditional mashrabiya, the lattice work traditionally 
employed in Arabic houses for ventilation as well as seclusion, the permeability of the 
complex is further strengthened in the interiors. It also ensures that mothers are able to 
monitor their children, therefore enabling youngsters to play in total safety. To enable the 
orphanage to become completely self-sufficient, solar panels were erected take advantage of 
Djibouti’s bright sunshine.

The large number of spaces provided for the children is noteworthy, as they ensure  privacy 
and security and encourage productive activities. However, the children may get lost inside 
the facility owing to its challenging configuration.

A safe corridor entrance connects the kitchen and dining room then leads to the open-
plan living space, where the children may study as well. Each of the children’s bedrooms is 
situated towards the rear, guaranteeing that their privacy and security are strongly protected. 
Each home has four bedrooms, at least one of which is intended for an employee or parent. 

There is space for at least eight children in each 
home. Open areas enable each home to have 
their own customized celebrations, and it helps 
the residents feel like they are part of a larger 
family. Two generous and easy-to-maintain 
bathrooms are provided for the children near 
their bedrooms; a third bathroom is for staff 

members. 

The open areas are great meeting places for the children to 
play and socialize. At the same time, privacy and security 
are maintained via the use of bare walls and limited window 
openings. 

This project, which is well-adapted to its environment and 
responsive to the site, tends to organically exist on the site 
due to its strong links to the desert, which can be seen in the 
sand colour on the walls of the building. Overall, this facility 

simply offers a place for the children to sleep; it does 
not offer education. It should be further extended to 
provide community-based services. 

Figure 42: Analysis of the typology. By Author. 

Figure 41: Floor plan of the village analysed. By Author. 
Figure 40: A typical house plan in the 
village. By Author. 
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3.3 A HOME FOR AFRICA - A HOUSE FOR THE JOREJICK FAMILY

PROJECT INFO

Project name: A home for Africa – A House for the Jorejick Family
Competition: Archstorming
Architect: Okuma Studio 

Designing an intergenerational family environment in Tanzania was the focus of this project, which includes 
facilities for a large family. This design exemplifies low-cost housing while simultaneously providing a 
climate-efficient home for the African environment via the use of traditional architectural methods. The 
use of materiality is evident throughout the design. By making use of low-cost, locally sourced materials, 
maintaining a straightforward construction process for unskilled workers and using a modular design, 
the design could be replicated for other large families, improving the quality of life for the residents, who 
would range across three generations.
 

Figure 43: Front elevation of the Joerjick family house portraying the modular form.
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                                3.3.1 ARRANGEMENT 

This house aims to bridge the gap between the inside and the outside. The 
importance of considering this element and finding a balance cannot be 
overstated in a setting where the safety of the children is paramount. All the 
bedrooms are on the left side of the structure, while all the services are on the 
right side, with a central courtyard in between to divide the two roles, allowing 
the family to live quietly on one side while using the services side more publicly 
on the other. Six bedrooms, as well as a study area, are fitted into the 7m width 
of the design. The entry is located in the centre courtyard, which offers a large 
open-plan area for socializing, playing and resting  with strategically placed 
pockets of shade.

     3.3.2 STRUCTURE

Simple sections that are repeated throughout the construction 
form the overall shape of the structure. This allows for rapid 
construction and scalability while maintaining flexibility for 
changing weather conditions. The timber beams are supported by 
a substantial rammed earth wall, which serves as the structure’s 
central spine. Simple metal sheet components complete the roof ’s 
look and functionality. The brick walls on the interior serve as 
partitions between the various rooms. The roof and the brick walls 
have been deliberately divided to enable air to circulate between 
them throughout the summer. Because of the structure’s capacity 
to accommodate further additions, the residence may grow in size 
as the user’s needs grow in importance.

Figure 46: Typology analysis. By Author. 
Figure 45: Breakdown of the floor plan. 

Figure 44: Central courtyard providing shade and space for relaxation and play.

Figure 47: Breakdown of structure.

Figure 48: The in-between spaces. The bricks provide 
voids to look through as a means of providing surveillance.
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3.4 NGO STREETLIGHT TAGPURO ORPHANAGE
PROJECT INFO

Architects/Designers: Eriksson Furunes Architects, Leandro V. Locsin Partners & Boase 
Lead architects: Alexander Eriksson Furunes & Sudarshan V. Khadka  
Lead engineer: Jago Boase 
Completion year: 2016 
Area: 1,200sqm 
Location: Tagpuro, Tacloban City, Philippines 
Client: Streetlight Inc 

Figure 49: Elevation of the orphanage portraying emphasis on structure and materiality in a tropical environment. 
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3.4.1 STRUCTURE AND MATERIALITY 

Located in Tacloban City in the Philippines, the Streetlight Tagpuro 
Study Centre and Orphanage is another vernacular, environmentally 
friendly and resilient example of orphanage architecture to be found. 
Because of disasters in the Philippines, such as typhoons, this orphanage 
was rebuilt to be more resistant to severe weather occurrences via the 
use of materiality and structural design elements. 

A collaborative effort with the entire community resulted in the 
concepts of ‘open and light’ and ‘closed and safe,’ which were developed 
because it was important for them to maintain a connection with 
nature while also being protected from natural disasters and extreme 
weather patterns. The use of wood as a light and traditional material 
and reinforced cement to create volume and provide shelter during 
typhoons was explored in terms of materiality. 

Natural ventilation was provided by the use of timber slatted doors and 
windows, which were created by members of the community. Coconut 
and mahogany trees on the property provide excellent shade and serve 
to distinguish the private and public areas.

Figure 52: Roof tectonics. Image by Author. 

Figure 51: The overhang brings shade and cover in a tropical hot-humid climate.Figure 50: Street view of the orphanage.
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3.4.2 ARRANGEMENT

The orphanage is comprised of three separate pavilions. The kitchen and bathrooms are located on the ground 
level and bedrooms on the second level in one pavilion. Recreational areas during the daytime are placed in 
between where there’s more traffic during the day. Music rooms, a library, restrooms, a kitchen and a teacher’s 
room are all located inside the study centre (second pavilion). Between the classrooms, there is space for activities 
such as singing, dance, and drama. 

Furthermore, the office (third pavilion) serves as a multifunctional vocational training centre, and it is comprised 
of three large spaces that house meeting rooms, restrooms, a janitor’s office and communal workstations that are 
spread across the open spaces. By positioning the structures along an east-west axis, extra shade is provided by 
the trees, which helps to reduce heat and catch the prevailing breezes, resulting in greater comfort in the tropical 
environment of the Philippines.

The public and private zones are divided as follows:
• Private zone: Orphanage, playground, study centre 

• Public zone: Sports ground, office, vocational training centre

Figure 53: Plan arrangement analysis. Image by Author.
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3.5 SELF-SUSTAINING ORPHANAGE, TANZANIA

PROJECT INFO

Name: Self Sustaining Orphanage
Location: Tanzania, Africa
Architect: Carolina Wikström, Frida Öster (Asante Architecture&Design), Pilvi Vanamo (Lönnqvist Vanamo Architects)
Client: Econef Tanzania

Figure 54: Elevation of the orphanage in surrounding vegetation. 
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3.5.1 ARRANGEMENT

This orphanage offers a home for 25 children, with bedrooms, 
study and a kitchen built around two courtyards. It is a non-
profit organization. This project, which is mostly maintenance-
free, incorporates self-sufficient and environmentally friendly 
design for resilient vernacular architecture. Gardens to 
grow food for the children and grazing pastures for animals 
surround the structures. 

The vernacular design approach responds to the local climate, 
resources, construction methods, and building materials. 
Drawing on locally available skills keeps construction and 
shipping costs as low as possible. Six shared bedrooms for the 
children open onto the two courtyards. 

The latter are open areas that allow for children’s play 
activities. They may also be used for teaching, dining and 
other activities. The bedrooms are hidden away around the 
outside of the structure. Open spaces include dining areas, 
study areas, and courtyards. As a result, it continues to offer 
openness while still preserving privacy and security.

Figure 57: Internal courtyard allowing for play and other leisurely activities.

Figure 56: Seating arrangements allow shade and cover from the weather. The 
openness allows for airflow.

Figure 55: Spatial arrangement analysis. Image by Author.
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3.6 AUCKLAND CITY MISSION REDEVELOPMENT, 
HOMEGROUND  

3.6.1 CONCEPT 

Steven Lawson’s recently completed City Mission building utilises the gable roof 
motif effectively. This design element, which evokes ‘home’ is a potent device in a 
commercial district where the typical gable roof is an unusual phenomenon. The 
appearance of a suburban house in a metropolitan setting provides comfort for the 
homeless individuals who will be inhabiting the space and who will get to call it their 
forever home. 

Figure 58: Gable concept being tested on site. Figure 59: Front elevation of City Mission. Figure 60: The gable has a clear distinction in its surrounding site.
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3.7 POST TSUNAMI HOUSING
PROJECT INFO

Name: Post Tsunami Housing
Location: Kirinda, Sri Lanka
Architect: Shigeru Ban Architects
Completed: 2007 
Design: 2005

Figure 61: Closeup of Materiality of Post-Tsunami Housing.
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.

This housing project in Kirinda, Sri Lanka is a strong example 
of vernacular materiality being used appropriately in its context, 
whilst also considering labour, cost and local climate. Following the 
devastation wrought by the 2004 tsunami, this initiative built 100 
homes in a Muslim fishing village in Sri Lanka’s southeast.67 Shigeru 
Ban wanted to have homes that were adapted to their environment, 
which used local labour and resources to help make a profit in the area. 

Each house is 71m2 in size providing a home that met the needs of the 
people by consulting with them directly. This ensures that the kitchen 
and bathroom are included in each home, just as the locals wanted, 
seperated by a large common space. 

Walls are made of compacted earth blocks, while partitions and 
fittings are constructed using local rubber-tree wood. The walls were 
built using compressed earth blocks (CEB), which were then bonded 
together with cement. 

A combination of clay and cement was used to construct these blocks, 
both of which were easily accessible. The blocks were designed with 
uneven surfaces so that they could be linked in the same way that 
LEGO bricks might be. Building the home is extremely simple as 
a result of this interlocking, and it can be completed by unskilled 
workers (instead of masons, who were typically needed), allowing the 
villagers to become more actively engaged in the building process. 

67. Nico Saieh, “Post-Tsunami Housing / Shigeru Ban Architects,” ArchDaily, May 03, 2013, accessed September 01, 2021, https://
www.archdaily.com/368248/post-tsunami-housing-shigeru-ban-architects).

 

The roof of the home was built with wood trusses and covered with clay tiles, which gave 
it its distinctive appearance. Coconut wood was used to construct the centre pillar, which 
serves as a support for the roof trusses. Besides two bedrooms and a hall, each home includes 
a covered outside courtyard that the inhabitants may use as a dining room, gathering area, or 
just as a place to repair their fishing nets. To accommodate the Muslim way of life, the rooms 
are divided by adaptable wooden screens. 

Figure 65: Lego brick construction of the Post-
tsunami housing. Image by Author.

Figure 64: Gable roof concept implying ‘home’ to the 
occupant. 

Figure 63: Vernacular application of interior materiality of 
Post-Tsunami housing.

Figure 62: Step by step method of how to make the lego bricks. Image by Author.
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3.8 SANTHI CHILDREN HOME
Rakwana, Sri Lanka
2017

Figure 66: Roof structure in relation to the brick walls of the Santhi Home.
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An orphanage designed for abandoned or abused children of Tamilian tea 
pickers, run by Buddhist monks. 

The site is located on the southern side of Sri Lanka’s rainforest reserve, 
Sinharaja Forest, at an elevation of 700 meters above sea level, on the 
island’s backside of the island’s rainforest reserve. 

The design has four separate bedrooms, each of which may accommodate 
sleeping spaces for up to five children. The orphanage is planned to house 
children ranging in age from 5 to 18 years old. Smaller in scale, the brick 
structure was easily constructed within 8 weeks using volunteer help. 

A protective circular shape, which creates a secure feeling for 
inhabitants, forms the core of the building’s design. The circular form 
contains three communal areas, which connect with the building’s 
landscape context. 

The natural character of the bricks, in keeping with the vernacular 
design approach, has been preserved.  

Figure 69: Volunteers as well as locals helped with the construction of the orphanage.

Figure 68: Closeup of the brick bond used.

Figure 67: During construction.
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3.9 PRIMARY SCHOOL
PROJECT INFO

Name: Primary School 
Location: Gando 
Architect: Kere Architecture
Completed: 2001 
Area: 310 m2

Figure 70: Primary School elevation.
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3.9.1 MATERIALITY 

The fundamental construction of the building is comprised 
of three rectangular modules linked by a single roof, each 
of which has a single classroom with a capacity of fifty 
pupils. A clay/mud hybrid construction was utilized 
extensively in order to get the best possible outcomes with 
the limited resources available. 

Additionally, the clay bricks are inexpensive to make, 
simple to come by, and a great source of thermal 
protection in the region’s hot environment. To make 
the structure more structurally sound, traditional clay-
building methods were updated and brought into the 
current day. By means of a wide overhanging tin roof 
provides protection for the walls. Perforations in the dry-stacked brick ceiling provide for optimum 

ventilation, drawing in cold air from the inside windows and 
discharging hot air via the perforations in the wall above it. As 
an outcome, the school’s ecological footprint is significantly 
decreased as the demand for air conditioning is lowered 
significantly. Low-tech and environmentally friendly methods 
were created and refined so that the Gando people may take part 
in the process and benefit from it. Children collected stones for 

the school’s foundation, while women delivered water 
for the brick-making operation. As a result, traditional 
construction techniques were used in conjunction 
with contemporary technical approaches to create 
the highest quality building solution while making 
construction and maintenance easier for the workers. 

Figure 71: Internal materiality of the school.

Figure 73: Structure of the school.Figure 72: The roof and wall design allows for an optimal cool internal 
environment in hot-humid climate.
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To summarize this precedent analysis, we may infer that 
vernacular architecture is built with integrity in terms of 
materiality, is rooted in the community and employs skilled 
workers from the community. A community’s identity that is 
authentic in terms of its surrounding environment is created 
through the use of locally sourced materials. The ability to 
strike a balance between openness and private and safe spaces 
is particularly critical when creating an environment for 

children who are vulnerable.

Figure 75: Early design test exploring material and structural elements derived 
from precedents. Image by Author.  
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4.0 RESEARCH 

4.1 HISTORY OF ORPHANAGES 

Figure 75: Historical imagery collage. Image by Author.
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The establishment of orphanages may be traced back to Roman 
times when the Church was entrusted with the responsibility of 
caring for orphans. Initially, such care was delegated to monasteries 
in the Middle Ages and, subsequently, to local parishes after 
the Reformation. The first charity orphanage was established in 
London, England in 1741 as part of the expansion of philanthropy 
throughout the 18th century.68 During the 19th century, these 
privately financed orphanages came under the supervision of the 
government and received royal patronage.

In the United States, the first orphanage was founded in 1729.69 This 
was prompted by the significant number of children who were left 
without parents as a result of the violence in Natchez, Mississippi.70 
Epidemics, wars, immigration, increasing urbanization and 
economic problems all contributed to a significant rise in the 
number of orphanages in the United States throughout the 19th 
century.71

Simultaneously, thousands of Native American children were 
removed from their families and put in orphanages as part of the 
government’s program of assimilation. In 1909, President Theodore 
(Teddy) Roosevelt (1858-1919) held the White House Conference 
on Children; the conclusion was that children should be put in 
foster homes rather than institutions.72 As a result, the beginning 
of the decline of “orphanages” in the United States was signalled. 
Much later in the century, the opposite occurred in developing 

68. Phillips, Claire. 2019. “Child Abandonment in England, 1741–1834: The Case of the London Foundling Hospital” Genealo-
gy 3, no. 3: 35. https://doi.org/10.3390/genealogy3030035.

69. “Orphanages: An Historical Review,” A Discussion of the Role of Orphanages in Child Welfare Policy, March 1995, 2, 
accessed October 11, 2021, https://www.leg.mn.gov/docs/pre2003/other/950265.pdf).

70. “Orphanages: An Historical Review,” A Discussion of the Role of Orphanages in Child Welfare Policy, 2.
 
71. “Orphanages: An Historical Review,” A Discussion of the Role of Orphanages in Child Welfare Policy, 2.
 
72. “Orphanages: An Historical Review,” A Discussion of the Role of Orphanages in Child Welfare Policy, 4. 

countries. After being confronted with the reality of parentless 
children, western organizations and individuals sprang into action, 
establishing orphanages throughout the globe. Consider, for 
example, the AIDS pandemic in Sub-Saharan Africa in the 1980s 
(which continues to this day) and the resulting explosion in the 
number of children in need of protection and care.

African traditions of community cooperation helped to alleviate 
some of the strain, but the astounding number of fatalities drove 
extended families and communities to the limits of their capacity 
and resources to deal with the large number of children in need 
of care. Governments had been slow to react to this need because 
limited public money were being diverted to other priorities. 
Westerners rushed to intervene through the construction of 
orphanages. While these orphanages provided immediate care 
for children in need, other vulnerable and impoverished families 
began to see them as a safe alternative to the poverty they were 
experiencing. Thus, they began to send their children to these 
orphanages. As a result, more orphanages were established, and 
more poor families were encouraged to put their children in 
orphanages. Demand increased in accordance with the change in 
supply.

In all the unfortunate instances, orphanages did serve an essential 
purpose. Hundreds of thousands of lives were likely spared as a 
result of the temporary assistance for children without parents 
and impoverished families. In the case of U.S. orphanages, 
many children did return back to their families within a year. In 
addition, many orphanages could meet the basic physical needs of 
a vulnerable child in a timely manner. The children were protected 
from the elements, given clothes to wear and saved from starvation. 
Even today, there are group homes that provide love and care, 
excellent education and help heal past wounds. 

History has taught that, like orphan care in general, orphanages are 
complicated. They can both relieve and add to the issue at the same 
time. While they can offer speedy relief in terrible circumstances 
or provide interim care while more comprehensive care is being 
organized, orphanages will never be sufficient to address the 
orphan problem on a long-term basis.

Figure <No intersecting link>

Figure 76: Meal time at St Pancras Workhouse, London, 1911

Figure 77: Children at a 
Workhouse. 8988



4.2 FOUNDLING HOSPITALS

Captain Thomas Coram (1668-1751), the founder 
of the original Foundling Hospital, sought to engage 
the sympathy of the compassionate and generous in 
response to the plight of discarded and abandoned 
babies left on the streets of London in the early 
seventies. The petitioned objectives were to firstly 
“prevent the frequent murders of poor miserable 
infants at their birth” and secondly “to suppress the 
inhuman custom of exposing new-born infants to 
perish in the streets.”73 

The first admission of the children took place in 1741 
where “every child is to be inspected as soon as it is 
brought, and the person who bring it is to come in at 
the outward door and ring a bell at the inward door 
and not go away until the child is returned or notice 
of its receptions; but no questions whatever will be 
asked of any person who bring a child”.74 

The demand grew frequently to one hundred women 
at the receiving door when twenty children only could 
be received where the initiative of a lottery system  
had to be  introduced.75 Each year, the number of 
children increased by 100, and by 1752, a new structure 
had been built with 600 children on record, namely 
introduced as “the most imposing single monument 
73. John Brownlow, The History and Design of the Foundling Hospital: With a Memoir of the 
Founder (Thomas Coram) (London: W. & H.S. Warr, 1858), 4.
 
74. Brownlow, et al.,  6 & 7.
 
75. John Brownlow, The History and Design of the Foundling Hospital: With a Memoir of the 
Founder (Thomas Coram) (London: W. & H.S. Warr, 1858), 7.

 

erected by 18th century benevolence”.76 Since the foundling hospital 
has seen a significant rise in demand, the chapel within the institution 
has emerged as a vital component of the facility, serving both religious 
and fundraising functions. The chapel was utilized for fundraising 
performances, and as music became an increasingly significant element 
of the curriculum and a source of employment and income for some 
blind children, the chapel was increasingly employed for this purpose. 
This reflects the importance of charity within a community and ways 
the community can be solidified to help the vulnerable. 

Despite the fact that most of the hospital’s senior staff were men, female 
employees included: wet and dry nurses, school mistresses, coat makers, 
cooks, kitchen servants, laundresses, housemaids, and a washer of the 
dead. During the 1780s and 1790s, the hospital had an average of 33 
female employees per year.77 The majority of the senior personnel were 
males, and they included a steward, an apothecary, a clerk, a secretary, 
and a schoolmaster.78 Among the junior jobs were those of gardener, 
brewer, baker, porter, and watchman, with just one foundling ever being 
assigned to a position as a staff member in 1757.79 These occupational 
positions provide an insight into how the system was operated inside the 
hospital as well as the number of additional jobs that would have been 
generated for the whole city as a result of the hospital’s functioning. 

76. Gillian Pugh and Kate Adie, London’s Forgotten Children: Thomas Coram and The Foundling Hospital (Stroud, England: History 
Press, 2013).

 
77. Gillian Pugh and Kate Adie, London’s Forgotten Children: Thomas Coram and The Foundling Hospital.
 
78. Gillian Pugh and Kate Adie, London’s Forgotten Children: Thomas Coram and The Foundling Hospital. 

79. Gillian Pugh and Kate Adie, London’s Forgotten Children: Thomas Coram and The Foundling Hospital. 

4.3 HOSPITAL OF THE 
INNOCENTS – OSPEDALE 
DEGLI INNOCENTI
A trendsetter in his design of Florence, Italy’s Ospedale degli 
Innocenti designed by the architect and engineer Filippo 
Brunelleschi (1377-1446) was the first foundling hospital 
and first secular building in full Renaissance style to be 
constructed in Europe.80 Innocenti was founded in 1419 
by the powerful Silk Workers Guild and may be considered 
one of the first attempts by secular authorities to raise 
the problems of the most vulnerable children to the level 
of municipal importance. The success of the Innocenti in 
enticing babies during the period was attributed to a “larger 
than usual number of slaves and servants in the city,”81 
according to researchers allowing to be anonymous given 
the high rates of horrifying mortality.82 

Again, families who could not afford to support surplus 
children recycled them by abandoning them to families 
and institutions that were more suited to care for the needs 
of childhood. Children and Charity in the Renaissance 
Florence does suggest that parents remained connected 
with their abandoned sons and daughters for years, if not 
decades, after their children’s desertion. Afflicted children 
80. Margaret L. King, The Renaissance in Europe (London: Laurence King, 2003), | page 119). 

81. Philip Gavitt, Charity and Children in Renaissance Florence: The Ospedale Degli Innocenti ; 1410-1536 (Ann 
Arbor, MI: Univ. of Michigan Press, 1993), | page 20 ).

 
82. Philip Gavitt, Charity and Children in Renaissance Florence: The Ospedale Degli Innocenti ; 1410-1536, page 
22.

 

Figure 78: Coram’s Foundling Hospital.
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Figure 79: Hospital of the Innocents, Italy.
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family atmosphere for the children. Although 
female and male sexes were strictly segregated 
in terms of living quarters. The distinct 
cloisters evoked images of monasteries 
rather than residences or orphanages. The 
architecture of the hospitals, particularly the 
loggia, or portico played an important role. 
By the Quattrocento, the loggia had become 
a typical element of major Italian hospitals, 
further indicating that the hospital was more 
of an institutional structure than a personal 
residence, as opposed to the impression 
that it was. As well as being the primary 
zone of the hospital where the children 
were to be abandoned – usually via the use 
of a pila or ruota (a revolving platform) 
– the loggia was frequently found to be 
adorned with sculptural decoration in most 
foundling hospitals of Italy86, which served 
to emphasize the importance of this space. 

During the early part of the twentieth century, 
the Spedale continued to accept orphans. In 
particular, throughout both World Wars, 
the organization was very busy, providing 
shelter not just to orphaned children 
but also to refugees and their families.

86. Diana Bullen Presciutti, Visual Cultures of Foundling Care in Renaissance Italy 
(London: Routledge, 2018), 11. 

may either be sold into slavery or adopted into 
households of better social status in late antiquity.83 
In subsequent years, the process was that many of 
the children were transferred to wet nurses in the 
countryside and eventually put in foster care until 
they reached the age of seven, at which point they 
were returned to the Spedale.84 Two years later, the 
boys were taught to read and write and were placed 
for adoption, typically as apprentices. 

The females were assigned to domestic duties or were 
assigned to work in silk or wool manufacturing, as 
well as washing and weaving cloth. Regardless of 
the circumstances, foundling hospitals reintegrated 
hundreds of foundling girls into society, where they 
could start their own families and raise their own 
children independently of the hospital’s assistance 
and without social stigma.85 They did not leave the 
custodianship of such institutions until they had 
found either employment or marriage enabling them 
unpromised nurturing and commitment. Their 
charitable work was centered on social integration, 
which continues to be a critical component even in 
the 21st century.

In terms of living arrangements, the Innocenti made 
the best efforts institutionally feasible to recreate a 
83. Philip Gavitt, Charity and Children in Renaissance Florence: The Ospedale Degli Innocenti ; 
1410-1536, page 21.

 
84. UNICEF Innocenti, “History of Innocenti,” UNICEF, accessed September 13, 2021, https://www.
unicef-irc.org/history-of-innocenti.

 
85. David Michael. DAndrea, Civic Christianity in Renaissance Italy: The Hospital of Treviso, 1400-
1530 (Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2007), 73.

 



4.4 WORKHOUSES; RICH MAN, 
POOR MAN, BEGGAR MAN, 
THIEF

During the 1720s and 1730s, large numbers of 
impoverished children were dying at an alarming 
rate in London. Chronic disease and death were 
spreading across the country as a result of decades 
of severe epidemics (typhus, dysentery, measles, 
influenza) and the Gin Craze (11.2 million gallons of 
spirits consumed annually in London; approximately 
7 gallons per adult) was having dire effects.87 As for 
illegitimate infants, parish poorhouses were the only 
option until the arrival in 1722 of the workhouses, 
where they were often abandoned and ultimately 
perished as a result of neglect.88 

According to the theorists who created the 
workhouses, it was thought that the poor would be 
encouraged to ‘stand on their own two feet’ despite 
the conditions of the workhouses.89 Matilda Beeton, 
a nurse working in Rotherhithe Workhouse in 1867, 
writes “on the whole it did not seem to me that a 
pauper’s life was regarded in any other light than the 
sooner they were dead the better”90 demonstrating 
the alarming lack of sympathy for the inhabitants. 
But for the poor and the dying, it was really the final 
resort in which to turn. They appear to be a deeply 
87. Rhian Harris, “History - British History in Depth: The Foundling Hospital,” BBC, October 5, 
2012, https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/victorians/foundling_01.shtml#two.

88. Harris, “History - British History in Depth.”
 
89. Simon Fowler, The Workhouse: The People, the Places, the Life behind Doors (Barnsley, South 
Yorkshire: Pen & Sword History, 2014), viii.

90. Simon Fowler, The Workhouse: The People, the Places, the Life behind Doors, ix. 

inhuman institution for the able-bodied paupers, that is men 
and women between the ages of 16 and 60 however mid-1840s 
onwards the workhouses became refuge for the aged, the ill, 
orphans and those who were unable to make a livelihood.91  

It was common for workhouses constructed in the 1830s to 
follow a pattern, with the core buildings surrounding by work 
and exercise grounds. Pauper’s dormitories were ranged around 
the courtyard, which does not allow for any views out for the 
paupers. Unsurprisingly, the most important rooms were often 
positioned in the centre of the workhouse, so that they could see 
at a glance what was going on. Radial or windmill pattern were 
far more prevalent than other types of layouts. The fundamental 
concept was not different to the prison “panopticon,” which 
was designed by the English philosopher and social reformer 
Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) to enable an observer to observe 
inmates without the prisoners knowing they are being carefully 
watched. The more fundamental design — created by London 
architect Sampson Kempthorne (1809-1873) – was usually 
intended for 300 paupers, but it could be scaled up or down to 
suit the specific needs of the union.

“You discover that a man who has gone even a week on bread and margarine is not a 

man any longer, only a belly with a few accessory organs.”92

91. Simon Fowler, The Workhouse: The People, the Places, the Life behind Doors, 2. 
92. Simon Fowler, The Workhouse: The People, the Places, the Life behind Doors, xiii. 

Figure 80: Kempthorne’s 1835 “hexagonal” plan in perspective. Figure 81: Kempthorne’s 1835 “square” plan in perspective.
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This supposed route out of poverty was famously described by 
Charles Dickens (1812-1870) in Oliver Twist when Oliver is 
offered a sum of £5 as a ‘porochial’ ‘prentis’.94 Dickens explained 

              “upon liking a phrase which means, in the case of a parish 
apprentice, that if the master find, upon a short trial, that he can get 
enough work out of a boy without putting too much food into him, he 
shall have him for a term of years, to do what he likes with.” 
 

94. Higginbotham, The Workhouse Encyclopedia. 

4. 4. 1 APPRENTICESHIPS AT 
WORKHOUSES

The practice of purchasing children from orphanages and 
workhouses resulted in the term “apprenticeship.” Traditionally, 
apprenticeships were granted to children (most frequently 
boys) by a well-established master in the profession. These 
male apprentices had to be between the ages of 10 and 18, and 
the apprenticeship was to continue until they reached at least 
21 years of age. Apprenticeships often included the payment 
of a fee to the master, who also provided the apprentice with 
board and lodging for the duration of the apprenticeship.

As a result of the 1563 Statute of Labourers and Apprentices, 
pauper children could be withdrawn from the parish’s 
continuing assistance while simultaneously learning a skill 
that reduced their chances of being destitute in adulthood.93 

Pauper apprentices were not often trained in highly specialized 
crafts; instead, the males would be taught “husbandry,” and the 
girls would be taught “midwifery,” which resulted in labourers 
and domestic slaves. Workhouse boys, some as young as eight, 
were discovered to have been sent on “apprenticeships” in coal 
mines for periods of up to 12 years. Anybody who agreed to 
take in a pauper child for a certain length of time, usually 
seven years, and teach them a trade received a bonus, typically 
up to 10 pounds. Unwillingly accepted into a family, the child 
was usually overworked and badly treated.

93. Peter Higginbotham, The Workhouse Encyclopedia (Stroud: History Press, 2014). 

Figure 83: Boys with a harness and chain between legs 
dragging heavy coal trucks along a low underground 
passage in mines. An official investigation in 1842 
revealed that children as young as seven were being 
‘apprenticed’ to work in mines, placed by workhouses.

Figure 82: Handbill seeking for boys and girls to be put out as parish apprentices.
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4.5 PORTRAYAL OF ORPHANS AND ORPHANAGES IN MEDIA

Since their inception, orphanages have been portrayed in a variety of ways 
in the media, further demonstrating the existence of gloomy, abusive and 
neglectful places. The depiction of orphaned children may be seen in tales 
such as the famed Charles Dickens book Oliver Twist as well as in other 
works of literature.

In Dickens Our Mutual Friend, elderly woman Betty Higden draws attention 
to the trauma caused by the harsh circumstances of workhouses by stating 

‘Kill me sooner than take me there. Throw this pretty child under cart-horses 
feet and loaded waggon, sooner than take him there. Come to us and find us all 
a-dying, and set a light to us all where we lie and let us all blaze away with the 
house into a heap of cinders sooner than move a corpse of us there!’.95

95. Simon Fowler, The Workhouse: The People, the Places, the Life behind Doors, x). 

When the notion of poverty is elevated to the level of a criminal offense in these workhouses; Dickens 
Oliver Twist further portrays the inhumane inside the workhouses. 

Figure 84: “Please Sir, Can I have some more?”

Figure 85: Dire conditions inside the workhouse. 

Figure 86: Oliver Twist. 
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5.0 CASE STUDIES
In  Sri Lanka there are couple of hundred institutions that house more than 21,000 children. It is expected that the coming decade will 
not see a reduction in the demand for such childcare. Sri Lankan orphanages and children’s homes were chosen for analysis to get a grasp 
on the current state of these facilities. Case studies are used to explore existing orphanages in Sri Lanka to discover their deficiencies and 
benefits. Through this, the proposed village proposal can identify what is needed to ensure the well-being of the orphaned children in 
Sri Lanka. The cases examined are Weeshuis Orphanage (Somawathi Home) in Galle;  and SOS Children’s Village in Anuradhapura. 

STRICT REQUIREMENTS

Sri Lanka’s National Child Protection Authority is responsible for placing children in care facilities and conducting inspections of 
them to ensure that vulnerable children are living in a safe environment. These residences are subject to the following stringent 
and enforceable restrictions: 

• Sri Lankan culture and values must be preserved.
• The Buddhist philosophy of life must be observed., 
• Infrastructural requirements regarding living conditions must be met. 
• The number and quality of employees must be regulated.
• A bank guarantee to ensure continuity must be supplied. 
• The integrity of the initiators and trustees must be assured.
• Sports, games and educational facilities must be in accordance with relevant curriculum. 
• Medical facilities must be provided.
• Hygiene must be ensured.

Figure 87: Admission of any child into CCI’s in Sri Lanka.  Image by Author. 
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5.1 WEESHUIS HOUSE (SOMAWATHI HOME), GALLE

This  case study  can be perceived as a good, appropriate  orphanage for children in Sri Lanka. With 
its  20 pavilions, the infrastructure provides for over 100 children. Approximately eight children 
will be accommodated in each pavilion, with one caregiver residing in each home with them. 

Other facilities include a dentist, a lab, pharmacy, doctor and an eye clinic. A dentist, a lab, 
a pharmacy, a doctor, and an eye clinic are among the other services available. Although 
these medical facilities are available for use by the general public, they are primarily 
focused on meeting the urgent medical requirements of the children who live on site.

On-site educational facilities, including a Montessori school and a preschool, are also 
available. This allows the children to live a regular life while receiving a good education 
following a proper curriculum. The inclusion of agriculture fosters self-sufficiency and 
provides educational opportunities. Sustainability and frugal ways of living are encouraged, 
and children develop a work ethic and learn the importance of teamwork. Trade skills are 
also provided with children learning how to sew, using workshop tools to learn to build 
from a younger age. This aids in the realization of potential and the teaching of discipline 
among the children, while also offering a source of hobby and craft activities to aid in the 
development of social skills among them. The sporting ground on site provides a space to 
play and enable a normal, active lifestyle.  

Alternatively, a community component may be included into this orphanage, allowing the 
orphans to become better integrated into their surrounding community.

Figure 88: Galle located on map of Sri Lanka. Image by Author. Figure 89: Programmes offered by the Weeshuis house. 
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5.2  SOS CHILDREN’S  VILLAGES,       
ANURADHAPURA

Design Date: December 1987 
Construction Period: April 1988 to July 1994

SOS Children’s Villages is a non-profit organization that provides care for orphans 
and impoverished children. One of the most important features is the “mother,” who 
raises 10 such children in her own home. These children are welcomed by the rest 
of her family and, as a result, have a many cousins, uncles, aunts and grandparents.

Such a home is called a ‘Family House’ and is the essential building unit of an SOS 
Village. Dr. Hermann Gmeiner (1919-1986), the founding father of the SOS 
Children’s Villages movement, established the first SOS Children’s Village in Imst, 
Austria in 1949, just after World War II ended. Dr. Gmeiner was the inspiration for 
the SOS concept of “mother and child.”

Twelve such Family Houses form the nucleus of the SOS Children’s Village in 
Galle, the main coastal town of southern Sri Lanka, and have been operating 
since January 1991. SOS strongly affirms that good architecture, which should 
provide a formal and secure framework, does assist in their care programs for 
children. Each family home contains  regular household functions such as a dining 
room, living room, kitchen, and bedrooms. This creates a ‘home’ rather than an 
institutionalized environment for the children living in them, who may live till they’re 
about 18 years of age. Today, there are approximately 103 children living on site. 

Having children feel as though they are living in their own neighbourhood 
is made possible by the village typology that has been established through 
time. Visitors are welcomed in the main administrative area, which 
is separated from the rest of the housing as a means of protecting the 
children who live there. There are additional staff quarters accessible 
for the staff that is responsible for the overall operation of the site, 
enabling them to maintain a normal life while also making them 
feel at home. Whilst the village does not provide for educational 
and medical facilities, the housing for the children feels adequate.

The overall landscape suggest an open, cool outdoor living lifestyle 
whilst being covered and protected from the rain through the 
deep, angular eaves. The front porch which is often seen in Sri 
Lankan architecture is also evident in the housing design which 
further reflects traditional vernacular architecture of Sri Lanka. 

Figure 90: Anuradhapura located on map of Sri Lanka. Image by Author. Figure 91: SOS Children’s Village overall atmosphere; seems open, spacious further conveying a village.
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6.0 VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE 
6.1 THE HUMBLE, UNPRETENTIOUS MATI GEYA 
        GREEN HOMES OF OUR PAST

Figure 92: Native family in Sri Lanka living in a thatched meti geya house.
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Over a thousand years ago, the original Stone Age inhabitants of 
Sri Lanka were driven out by waves of more advanced Iron Age 
people from India who settled on the northern and eastern plains, 
bringing with them metalwork, irrigation and agriculture. These 
immigrants, who are considered to have been the forefathers of the 
present Sinhalese, are said to have lived in modest homes of mud 
and wattle with thatched roofs in Sinhala mati geya (clay house), 
which were placed in clusters amid the trees above their rice fields. 
The building of the mati geya was often a collaborative endeavor 
involving the whole extended family as well as the society at large. 
The work was traditionally carried out free of charge, but meals 
were provided to the builders as a token of appreciation and in 
celebration of the project’s successful completion.

While the men were occupied with the timber and thatching, the 
women were busy gathering clay and preparing it for use in the 
construction of the walls and flooring. Reeds or jungle vines were 
interwoven horizontally between poles to form a mat-like screen, 
which was supported by a framework of poles buried into the 
ground (wattle). The mud was then used to fill in the gaps between 
the outside and interior walls of the structure. Both sides of these 
walls were then plastered (daubed) using a wet mud mixture to 
finish the project. 

Robert Knox (1641-1720), an English sailor who arrived in the 
Caribbean in the mid-17th century, described these huts as follows: 

“their houses are small, low, thatched Cottages, built with sticks, daubed with clay, the 
walls made very smooth….The great people have handsom and commodious houses…
commonly two buildings, one opposite each other, joined on each side by a wall, which 
makes a square courtyard in the middle…a few earthen pots which hang up in slings…a 

stool or two without backs.”96

96. Robert Powell and Sebastian Posingis, The New Sri Lankan House (London, UK: Talisman, 2015), 19. 

Because of Sri Lanka’s hot tropical environment, the 
usage of natural clay and thatched roofs is suitable for the 
country. When the temperature is cold and damp at night, 
the porosity of the clay collects moisture, and when the 
weather is warm during the day, the moisture is evacuated 
through the clay’s pores. The walls serve as a natural air 
conditioner, keeping heat from escaping via the cracks in 
the walls. 

The most typical kind of room is a single room with a 
colonnaded verandah on one side. In a traditional clay 
home, the encircling walls of the verandah were often 
constructed to serve as seating or sleeping areas. The house 
was divided into two major areas: the inner room (private 
area) was typically designated for the women and children, 
while the verandah (public area) was used for sleeping and 
entertaining guests and was also used for sleeping by the 
males of the house. 

The placement of the kitchen varied depending on the 
region. The kitchen was placed within the home in hill 
country areas or wet zone coastal locations that received 
frequent monsoon rains and damp; in other regions, it was 
located outside the house. In contrast, in the hot and arid 
North Central province, the kitchen was often constructed 
as an extension to the home, as a separate building with a 
partial wall on three sides. The mati geya was made from 
tiny window openings and thin doors, which was essential 
since the inner area was primarily used for sleeping and 
thus required less light.

A plinth approximately two or three feet above ground 
level served to preserve the structure from rainwater 
and insects in the absence of a foundation. There was 
no need for a separate foundation, as the walls were 
built to be incorporated with the plinth structure. 

After the walls were filled with coarse sand and clay (demati), a 
second layer of coarse sand and clay was added. To level and smooth 
the surface of the wall, paddy husk was sometimes added to the 
mix before it was applied as a finishing layer in certain localities.

Although a thing of the past, the simple techniques 
used in the construction of the mati geya has minimal 
environmental impact and is to be valued and remembered. 

Figure 93: Closeup of a meti geya.

Figure 94: Exploring vernacular form. Image by Author. 

Figure 95: Layout of a traditional Sri Lankan house.
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6.2 TRADITIONAL LOCAL MATERIALS
Roofs were given particular care in traditional housing such as the meti gaya,  since they had to 
resist strong rains and winds during the monsoon season, as well as the sweltering heat throughout 
the year. The availability of roof covering materials in the nearby region was dependent on the 
availability of the resources in the surrounding area. Mara wood, illuk grass, cadjan (woven palm 
fronds) and straw were some of the materials which were used. The low wall-plate height and 
the extended eaves provided protection from the sunlight and heavy rain. The roofs were deeply 
pitched in order to rapidly shed water from their surfaces, and they were constructed with either 
a single pitch, double pitch with gable or hipped type. The walls were often composed of mud, 
dirt or stone. There were a variety of traditional building methods employed, including rammed 
soil, compressed earth blocks, kabook (a laterite block) and cadjan (cotton plant leaves) in a wattle 
and daub infill with a wood frame structure.

6.3 TRADITIONAL SETTLEMENT PATTERNS
Early Sri Lankan settlement patterns varied in response to geography, climate conditions, 
ethnicity, sociocultural influences, occupation, and social status. The tank-fed form of village, 
the temple-devala type of settlement and the hill-country-valley type of habitation were the most 
common. The vast majority of the homes were situated along the paths and roads that led to, and 
overlooked, the paddy fields. Traditional homes did not have well-defined borders between their 
properties. These homes were often only separated from one another by a hedge or a collection 
of plants or flowers.

Figure 96: The wattle walls of a meti geya. 

Figure 97: Vernacular structure along with the use of bricks explored. Image by Author. 

Figure 98: Settlement types in Sri Lanka.
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Vernacular architecture indigenous to Sri Lanka has provided aspects 
of the methodology and approach for the proposed architecture in this 
research investigation. In the exploration of vernacular architecture, 
Geoffrey Bawa’s role in Sri Lankan architecture is of most note, as his 
designs reflect of critical regionalism. Further, Indian architect Balkrishna 
Doshi is also important when considering vernacular architecture (even 

though he designed specifically for the context of India). 

Figure 99: Concept development of the vernacular. Image by Author.
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6.5 THE DOSHI APPROACH  COMMUNITY AND TRADITION

Figure 100 (left): Children within the community using otla as opportunities to play and gather.

Figure 101: Aranya Low-Cost Housing village typology from afar. Indore, India. 
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Balkrishna Doshi is an Indian architect, urban planner and 
academician (born 1927 in Pune, India). As one of the few 
pioneers of modern architecture in India, his approach to 
vernacular architecture is commendable. Doshi’s remarkable 
variety of work, developed over more than 65 years of 
practice, research and teaching, demonstrates a high degree 
of environmental and community awareness as well as a 
methodology that adapts contemporary architectural ideas 
to local Indian traditions. 

When Doshi travelled to Japan in 1958, he was witness 
to the development of regional thinking, and he came to 
realize the critical significance of reflecting on the past while 
simultaneously trying to meet the demands of the future.97 
He also believes that architecture should be influenced by 
empathy.98 

At the time, Doshi placed a high value on the quest for an 
acceptable architectural vocabulary for the Indian context 
that mirrored local human behavioural patterns and 
cultures.  In notes during the time spent with Le Corbusier 
(1887-1965) in 1953, Doshi asked himself, “For what 
do I do architecture? If I am not capable of contributing 
something to society – what’s the use? In which way shall I 
contribute sociologically and spatially?”99 

His designs were already integrating sustainability, not 
97. Jolanthe Kugler, Khushnu Panthaki Hoof, and Meike Wolschlag, Balkrishna Doshi: Architecture for the 
People (Weil Am Rhein: Vitra Design Museum, 2019), 8.

98. Samanth Subramanian, Megan K. Stack, and Rahul Bhatia, “How Balkrishna Doshi Bent Le Corbusier’s 
Modernism to the Needs of India,” The New Yorker, March 21, 2018, https://www.newyorker.com/culture/cul-
ture-desk/how-balkrishna-doshi-bent-le-corbusiers-modernism-to-the-needs-of-india).

 
99. Kugler, et al., Balkrishna Doshi, 8.

 

necessarily as a result of environmental apprehension, but more as 
a result of the belief that to be sustainable was to be local.100 His 
projects were layers of his childhood memories, his understanding 
of India, learnings from Le Corbusier and the American architect 
Louis Kahn (1901-1974) and, most importantly, his efforts to make 
social, economic and cultural impacts on the lives of his fellow 
locals.101 Regarding the design of his buildings, Doshi explained 
that, “I try to make my own buildings in such a way that, ultimately, 
you don’t notice them as being dominant. What you notice is the 
life that goes on around them”102 further reinforcing his ideas of 
community awareness.

Doshi’s long expanding career has also been devoted to social housing 
in India. Pioneering residential projects for low-income groups, he 
was influenced by Gandhi’s famous quote that best describes his 
approach to social welfare and can be considered for this proposed 
orphanage project:

 “I will give you a talisman. Whenever you are in doubt […] apply the 
following test. Recall the face of the poorest and the weakest man whom 
you may have seen, and ask yourself, if the step you contemplate is going 
to be of any use to him. Will he gain anything by it? Will it restore him 
to a control over his own life and destiny? In other words, will it lead to 
swaraj for the hungry and spiritually starving millions? Then you will 
find your doubts and yourself melt away.”103 

During the 1970s and 1980s, Doshi combined prefabrication 
methods with local craftmanship and created a set of fundamental 
100. Subramanian, et al., “How Balkrishna Doshi Bent Le Corbusier’s Modernism to the Needs of India.”

 
101. Kugler, et al., Balkrishna Doshi, 9.

 
102. Kugler, et al., Balkrishna Doshi, 8.

 
103. Pyarelal, Mahatma Gandhi - The Last Phase, Vol. 9, Book 1 (Ahmedabad: Navajivan Publ. House, 1958), 65.
 

Figure 102: Street View of Aranya low-cost housing, Indore, India, by Doshi. Incorporating 
vernacular architecture to bring communities together.
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principles and a restricted range of dwelling types, with his designs 
progressively developing the built environment of India as a result 
of their implementation. Doshi emphasized the importance of 
“converting shelter into homes, housing into communities, and 
cities into magnets of opportunities.”104 Doshi also designed 
optional parts for kit houses that would allow the residents to 
adapt the individual homes to meet their own needs. Through 
this initiative, Doshi’s desire was to encourage the inhabitants 
to have a sense of belonging within their communities, which 
was “capable of evolving in line with individual aspirations and 
economic resources.”105 

Doshi has encouraged community interaction in traditional 
Indian architectural spaces through ‘the subtle significance of the 
porches, verandas, staircases, open spaces, balconies, terraces.”106 

Doshi described how, in Indian architecture, the idea of a 
staircase performing only the function of movement, a window 
that of lighting and ventilation or a roof providing shelter is 
alien to the community. He explained that, “A staircase can 
mean many things, a place to sit or if bigger, perhaps a place to 
sleep.”107 The community aspect was so important for Doshi that 
his approach to community-oriented planning revolved around 
building for shared activities; “all elements were considered as 
multifunctional”.108 

His housing design incorporated internal courtyards and open 
staircases which would lead from the street and develop a sense 
of identity. 
104. Kugler, et al., Balkrishna Doshi, 10.
 
105. Kugler, et al., Balkrishna Doshi, page 10.

 
106. Kugler, et al., Balkrishna Doshi, 37.
 
107. Doshi, Balkrishna. “Cultural Continuum and Regional Identity in Architecture,” in Regionalism in Architecture, ed. 
Robert Powell (Singapore, Concept Media, 1985), 90.

 
108. Doshi,. “Cultural Continuum and Regional Identity in Architecture”, 90. 

Doshi believes that architecture has the potential to promote community 
living by allowing for individual choice and expression within a community 
while also improving the ability of that community to develop and maintain 
itself, as shown by his design of Aranya Low-Cost Housing. His primary 
concern has been to react to the climate and the needs of the people, which 
were the primary elements in this design;

1. To establish a township in which a feeling of continuity and basic principles of 

security coexist in a safe and comfortable environment for residents.

2. Creating harmony between the built environment and the inhabitants to create 

a community character.

3. To build a well-balanced community of people from a variety of socio-economic 

backgrounds that promotes cooperation, tolerance, and self-help.

4. To create a framework within which gradual physical growth may take place 

while remaining within the confines of legal, economic, and organizational 

standards.109

Several generations can work on a house, modify it, alter it, recreate it and adapt it to 
their own ideas, according to Doshi’s vision. For him, a house must develop naturally in 

109. James Steele and Balkrishna V. Doshi, The Complete Architecture of Balkrishna Doshi: Rethinking Modernism for the Developing World 
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1998), 119.

 

response to the requirements of its occupants. He felt that in traditional 
Indian society, one is not alone, but is a part of a community.110 His design 
approach of a hierarchy of building types, open spaces and usages promotes 
interactions at various levels within the community and with neighbouring 
settlements. In this way, Doshi has made it clear that when one applies these 
ideas to design, cultures and communities will continue to exist way beyond 
the designer’s lifetime.

110. Doshi, “Cultural Continuum and Regional Identity in Architecture”, 89. 

Figure 103: Street view, customization 
of the housing.

Figure 104: Street view of Aranya Low-Cost 
Housing.

Figure 105: Balkrishna Doshi’s sketches of the organic growth of the dwelling on a single 
site.

Figure 106: Doshi’s concept of the resident transforming and extending 
their own dwelling vertically and horizontally.
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6.6 THE ROLE OF OTLA 
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Otla (also called ottla or otlo) is the response to the necessity for 
a transition in Indian architecture, occurring in some traditional 
Gujarati homes. Performing the same function, it includes many 
variations in other parts of India, marking the transition from street 
to house with the purposeful use of a change in elevation and/or a 
change in material. This chapter examines the importance of Otla 
in the context of India and how it represents Doshi’s theory of the 
importance of community-oriented planning.

In a typical north-Gujarati home, there are three rooms arranged in 
a rectilinear manner, with the most public-facing open area (otla) 
on the front, a semi-open hall (osri) in the middle, and an enclosed 
room in the back (ordo).  

In her study of house form of the Islamic Bohra community, 
architect, researcher, and author of Women Architects and Modernism 
in India Madhavi Desai explained that “the entrance space as a 
transitional zone is an important concept in the cultural study of 
any traditional house form. A transitional space, open or semi-
enclosed, is an essential component of the dwelling in the Indian 
context. It should be viewed in its plurality. At one level, it is an 
architectural solution to the problem of connecting the dwelling to 
the street. At another level, it is full of social meanings symbolizing 
welcome, auspiciousness and status. This necessary in-between 
realm is also an indirect form of passive control that shapes people’s 
behaviour on a day to day basis.”111

According to the Vastu Shilpa Foundation for Studies and Research 
in Environmental Design (VSF), otla is a transitional element 
whereby socializing occurs in the neighborhood on a day-to-day 

111. Madhavi Desai, Traditional Architecture: House Form of the Islamic Community of Bohras in Gujarat (New Delhi: Council 
of Architecture, 2007).

 

basis across the street, providing linear spaces for group activities. However, not 
all otlas are utilized as a social gathering place; the “relatively higher plinth of 
the otla not only reveals the residents’ social status but also protects their strong 
notion of privacy that is essential.”112 Even the simplest otla will communicate 
something significant.  

The late Krystina Kaza stated in ‘The Otla: A ‘Free Space’ in Balkrishna Doshi’s 
Aranya Settlement’,  otlas also constitutes as a space in which residents publicly 
express their cultural values further emitting a unique identity for their home 
resulting  in personalization and religious decoration of their dwellings.113  
Additionally, otla serve as a significant area for religious activities in Hindu 
households and are typically organised by members of the same social group 
or community, reflecting not just the local culture but also the climate of the 
site.   Activities include washing of clothes and utensils by women, cleaning and 
water filling activities even serve as a selling goods market on front of ottla and 
street edges where the street comes alive throughout the day.  The man usually 
brushes teeth, reads the newspaper or drink tea as well as children tend to play 
on the ottla. 

112. Desai, Traditional Architecture.
 
113. Krystina Kaza, The Otla: A ‘Free space’ in Balkrishna Doshi’s Arnaya Settlement, 2010. https://www.researchbank.ac.nz/bitstream/han-
dle/10652/1568/Kaza%20-%20Otla.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y. 

Figure 107: Left 
Arrangement of a typical 

north-Gujarati dwelling 
using the otla, osri and 

ordo.

Figure 108: Right
A cow makes use of the 

otla as he requests his 
dinner at the door.
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6.7 INFLUENCES OF GEOFFREY BAWA

This chapter, which focuses on the ‘Ena De Silva house’ 
by the Sri Lankan architect Geoffrey Bawa, examines 
the relationship between the birth of modernism and Sri 
Lankan architecture. Characteristics of traditional Sri 
Lankan architecture drawn from the personal histories 
of Sri Lankans, including those of the Sinhalese, the 
colonial Portuguese, and the Dutch are highlighted. 
Bawa’s work may be regarded as a step forward in terms 
of designing for the Sri Lankan environment, since it 
demonstrates a high degree of consistency in formal 
spatial strategies.

Sri Lankan architecture exemplifies a plethora of architectural forms and 
styles descended from Buddhism. The latter has had a substantial influence 
on Sri Lankan architecture, but the most notable outside influences have 
been Indian and Chinese architecture. Techniques and styles created in 
Europe and brought to the country via colonisation also have a significant 
role in developing Sri Lankan architecture. Many buildings from the 

Dutch and British periods of occupancy still stand today.

Geoffrey Bawa (1919–2003) was a Sri Lankan architect in Sri Lanka 
and is recognized as the original proponent and Father of Tropical 

Modernism. 

His local context and approach to vernacular 
architecture resulted in “a new, vital – and yet 
essentially Sri Lankan – architecture”114; that is, a 
brand-new architectural identity and aesthetic for the 
tropical environment of Sri Lanka came to light. The 
use of traditional building materials and architectural 
elements adapted to the local climate proved to be a 
powerful statement in terms of low-cost construction, 
as well as referencing the local cultural and physical 
context in a dynamic way that speaks to belonging 
and pleasure. 

114. Patrick Kunkel, “Spotlight: Geoffrey Bawa,” ArchDaily, July 23, 2019, https://www.archdaily.
com/770481/spotlight-geoffrey-bawa.

“Life in Ceylon is about living out-of-doors.”115 Here, Geoffrey Bawa is referring to the 
in-between spaces in the form of terraces, shaded verandahs and balconies that typify 
houses in the tropics. He asserted that a house in the tropics should make minimal use 
of glass and encourage living in close proximity to the natural world. Geoffrey Bawa’s 
initial criteria for house in the tropics include the following: 
• Have a living/dining area which is the focus of the house and is permanently open to the 

external environment. 

• Not destroy any substantial trees on the site and be in harmony with nature. 

• Minimal glazing.

• Not have gutters.

• Be surrounded by a garden with non-reflective surfaces. 

• Have wide overhanging eaves to provide shade

• Have in-between spaces in the form of courtyards, verandahs, terraces and balconies

• Have tall rooms to encourage convection cooling.

• Be naturally ventilated with permeable walls facing prevailing winds

• Be one-room deep with openings on opposite sides capable of being adjusted to create 

Venturi effect.

115. Powell and Posingis, The New Sri Lankan House, 11.
Figure 109: Sri Lanka Parliament Building by Geoffrey Bawa. 
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Figure 110: Vernacular tectonics and the shaded verandah with an internal 
courtyard. 

Figure 111: Bawa acknowledging the surrounding landscape. Figure 112: Clay roof tiling with covered walkways between the internal courtyard. 
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6.8 IN SEARCH OF IDENTITY

6.8.1 ENA DE SILVA HOUSE 

Designed in the 1962, Bawa’s design for this project dealt with the growing urbanization 
of the site by using an introspective approach that was both radically contemporary and 
took influence from traditional architectural motifs in Sri Lanka, such as the central 
courtyard.116 Sri Lankans were acquainted with his raw materials, which included 
plastered bricks for the walls, deep red terracotta tiles for the roof, columns of gleaming 
satin wood, and flooring constructed of solid, rough granite.

In its original proposal, the home was divided into three sections: the two-story dwelling 
quarters for the family in the rear, a guest wing in the front, and service quarters (which 
included a garage) that spanned the length of the site as a long, narrow bar. The most 
prominent feature of the home is a large courtyard with a large temple tree located just 
slightly off the centre of the courtyard and enormous stone mills at each of the four 
corners of the courtyard. 

Apart from the central courtyard, the design includes a series of six smaller courtyards. 
Those who enter the courtyard are reminded of the courtyards of Sinhalese walauwe or 
colonial homes. This entrance leads to a small, tunnel-like passage that unexpectedly 

116. “Number 05 - Geoffrey Bawa Trust,” Trust, accessed September 02, 2021, https://geoffreybawa.com/number-05). 

opens out to the vast courtyard. Visitors are directed to the 
living and dining rooms via the verandas that wrap this 
courtyard.  A nod to the walauwa and colonial mansions 
can be seen on the open ground level of the living quarters, 
while the bedrooms on the second story are reminiscent 
of the piano nobile found in Portuguese colonial homes. 
Additionally, the louvered doors and windows that were 
employed in the house are comparable to the doors and 
windows that were used in colonial-style homes. Above 
the second story, facing the main courtyard, a series of 
mashrabiya (moonlight windows) is visible.

Because of the exposed structure on the ceilings of the living 
and dining rooms, it is clear to see that simplistic concrete 
frame constructions that were used, a form of construction 
that is typically based on modular bays that are repeated. 

Columnar features, emerging in the form of columns 
that support the roofs of the verandas that surround the 
courtyard, are also constructed of polished satin wood, 
which adds a luxurious touch to the overall design and is a 
common feature of Sri Lankan architecture. In conjunction 
with the courtyard filled with flora, the use of extensive eaves 
leads to the formulation of shade, which helps to maintain a 
comfortable temperature within the home. 

The spatial and visual impressions presented by the Ena de 
Silva House allude to aspects of the past as well as the current 
day. The physical layout is very reminiscent of a modern Sri 
Lankan household. The openness of a walauwa seems to be 
cherished and elevated to the status of a guiding concept 

for the design. However, despite 
the fact that the home seems 
to have an open floor plan, the 
design demonstrates a highly 
tight organization that controls 
the choreography of views 
and the utilization of space. 

He acknowledged that daily life 
depended around courtyards and 
the shaded, deep colonnaded 
verandas that bordered these 
courtyards, and that the use 
of large roofs was a suitable 
answer to the island’s climatic 
conditions.117

117. Arief B. Setiawan, “Modernity in Architecture in Relation 
to Context” (Doctoral  thesis, Georgia Institute of Technology, 
2010), accessed September 2, 2021, https://smartech.gatech.
edu/bitstream/handle/1853/33871/setiawan_arief_b_201005_
phd.pdf?isAllowed=y&sequence=1).

Figure 113: Ena De Silva house. 

Figure 114: Floor plan of Ena De Silva house. 

Figure 115: Comparison of the Meti Geya and Walauwa. 
By Author. 129128



7.0 KEY FINDINGS FROM RESEARCH

• According to research, the orphan problem in Sri Lanka has been exacerbated by the advent of poverty, with families unable to provide 
for their children due to a lack of access to financial and other resources. 

•  As a possible solution to this problem, orphanages have been proposed. However, the high costs involved in running orphanages, along 
with the long-term psychological effects on the children, have shown that orphanages are an ineffective method of resolving the issue. 
Orphanages, on the other hand, may offer a safe haven for children while their families work to earn a sufficient income to enable them to 
support their children once again.

• Education is vital and a key aspect in preventing the orphan crisis in the future; it should include family planning and traditional 
knowledge and values. 

• More importantly, when it comes to dealing with the orphan problem, family care must be the primary emphasis and must be 
implemented. Providing at-risk families with the essential health and nutritional care, as well as educational opportunities, will help to keep 
them together and avoid the emergence of more orphans. Healthy families will also contribute to the development of a healthy community 
environment, conflict resolution and supporting individuals. 

• Geoffrey Bawa is a key contender for the design of vernacular architecture in Sri Lanka and his design criteria will influence the design of 
this community village heavily. 

• Communities benefit from Balkrishna Doshi’s community-oriented design, such as the otla which is important in the hierarchical 
structure of building types, as well as open spaces that encourage interaction at different levels within the community when it comes to the 
design of the village. 

Figure 116: The Village is brought to life with these components in mind. Image by Author.
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8.0 SITE 

8.1 SELECTION CRITERIA

The background research into theory and precedents helped to establish criteria, which guided the site selection process. 
These criteria focused on ways of providing a ‘normal existence’ for vulnerable children. They are as follows:

 • A religious temple/church nearby. Freedom of religion or belief and its manifestations is a means of protecting children’s 
fundamental rights. It would have a beneficial impact on the community and vulnerable families and children. 

• A main hospital nearby. Easy access to healthcare provides reassurance that children would have support if needed in the 
community. , Vegetation. Trees provide shade from the sun as well as privacy.

• Water supply. Sufficient clean water for over 100 in-house residents is essential. 

• Privacy. The children should have the freedom to deal with their complicated issues in a non-obstructive way through the 
architecture of the proposed building., Access and provide space for at least 40+ children.

• Suburban rather than rural, within community reach. An accessible location is important to ensure ease of travel to and from.

• Primary and high school nearby. This would ensure that the children who are able and want to go to public school can do so. 
Further, it would help the children living on site to integrate and develop new friendships. 

Figure 117: Aerial view of Ragama. By Author. 
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8.2 CHOSEN SITE 

A study covering all of the 414 Sri Lankan CCIs—
registered, non-registered, government, non-government 
and private, indicates that Gampaha, the district chosen for 
the project, has the most male and the second most female 
children living in CCIs. Due to its large population, it is 
understandable that Colombo has more female children 
living in CCIs. 

The site, which best meets the selection criteria, is situated in Ragama, Sri 
Lanka, in the Gampaha District. 

Figure 118: Ragama Train Station August 2021. Figure 119: Ragama Town Center, August 2021.

Figure 120: Number of children (male/female) in CCIS by district.

Figure 121: Location of Ragama. Image by Author. 
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The site is accessible through a dusty narrow road named Linton Road. An 
often-overlooked luxury, abundant greenery surrounds the property; this 
imparts a unique Sri Lankan environment in the Ragama suburbs while also 
offering natural cooling and shade. The site is particularly unique in that it is 
surrounded on the east by a plantation of native trees, such as coconuts, which 
provide seclusion, views out to nature and an off-the-grid atmosphere despite 
its proximity to a large town. 

The whole land, which measures about 130 m north to south, will be used to 
create the village, since it will need the totality of the area to accomplish all aims 
and objectives. On site, there is already an existing facility named ‘Parakrama 
Boys Home,’ which offers boarding to a limited selection of boys. Due to a lack 
of information, the characteristics and present limitations of this facility could 
not be identified.

Figure 122: Site analysis. Image by Author.

Figure 126: Front entrance.

Figure 125: Climate responsive.

Figure 124: Hostel.

Figure 123: Parakrama Boys Home, Ragama
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Figure 127: Site imagery 1. By Author.

Figure 128: Site imagery 2. By Author.
Figure 130: Site imagery 4. By Author.

Figure 129: Site imagery 3. By Author.
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8.3 CLIMATE APPRECIATION  

Sri Lanka’s climate may be classified as tropical due to its geographical position, which is between 5o 55’ 
and 9o 51’ north latitude and between 79o 42’ and 81o 53’ east longitude. Rainfall has been considered 
and accommodated in the design response. Monsoonal, convectional and expressional rain together 
amount to a large proportion of total yearly rainfall. In this hot, humid environment, the primary 
objective is to keep direct sunlight out of the structure by using trees and neighbouring buildings to shade 
every façade throughout the year while simultaneously capturing and funnelling cooling breezes. It is 
essential that the structure and its openings face the prevailing wind direction to minimize heat gain and 
promote thermal comfort. In Sri Lanka, the predominant winds are from the northeast and southwest.

8.4 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The findings of the precedent studies are included in the project’s design. Also taken into 
account are the local context and design, cultural background and influences, climate 
and the needs of the children who will be involved. The design makes the most of the 
location by ensuring that it serves as a gathering point for people from the surrounding 
communities.

·	 Contextual Design
The project, situated in Ragama, Sri Lanka, carefully examines local design and 
construction methods that are appropriate for the climate and site environment in order to 
produce a complete design that is anchored in its surroundings. Ragama is a suburban area 
in Colombo and is consequently very accessible. An agriculturalprogram has been included 
in the design proposition to help address Sri Lanka’s inadequate infrastructure and
slow economic growth.

·	 Cultural Considerations
Ragama, like most parts of Sri Lanka, is significantly influenced by Buddhism and 
Christianity. It is expected children will be around monks and priests etc. as peacemakers 
and educators without excluding any religion. A communal hall for the community is 
included in the planned project as another layer of community healing and togetherness. 
The second largest hospital in Sri Lanka is also located in Ragama. In light of this, 
the project includes a community health centre on the site, where trainee doctors and 
nurses can visit and provide care for the children and the community and, in turn, gain 
experience.

8.5 DESIGN ASPIRATIONS

• Establish a facility that will benefit both the community and 
the whole nation in terms of socio-economic health. Create a 
self-sustaining farm through environmental design as a way of 
generating revenue for the facility and food for the table. 

• Community village enabling connections to the local 
community through events e.g. fairs, store, and performances etc.

• Bridge the gap between the slums in urban areas and the 
wealthier surrounding city. 

• Provide a safe and secure place for orphans to live and for             
those with extended families to reunite and remain connected.

• Develop a model for orphans and family care which is not 
currently found in the Sri Lankan context yet can be easily 
replicated across the country and customized to suit the specific 
location. 

Figure 133: Open truss system to allow for natural ventilation. 
Image by Author.  

Figure 132: Deep overhangs. Image by Author.

Figure 131: Site boundary. (nts) Image by Author.
Figure 134: Each programme will be in different pavillions on 
site. Image by Author.
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8.6 THE PROGRAMME – A NEW MODEL FOR ORPHAN CARE
VILLAGE RAISES THE CHILD

With an understanding of the various issues involved in the orphan 
situation in Sri Lanka, a clearer vision of a potential approach can 
emerge. As an architectural problem, the approach may manifest itself 
in numerous ways, responding to the issues of education, orphan 
care and nutritional needs. In order for a project to accomplish 
this, it may take shape in the form of a campus of structures. 

The village designed needs to be deeply rooted in the culture and 
community of the place, allowing the community and its orphans 
to mix and ensuring that subsequent generations are raised with an 
awareness of their culture. Examining local approaches and the flaws 
and successes of current orphanage care helped define the design 
approach, which utilises a community village typology capable of 
catering for 50+ orphaned children.  

The following spatial programmes: 
• Shelter
• Care
• Gathering
• Education
• Culture

These functions are essential in making this village for orphaned 
children in Sri Lanka effective and long-lasting. They will provide 
the children with necessities as well as enriching their lives and 
giving them hope that they can achieve the life they wish to 
pursue. The required spaces for these spatial functions were 
developed and are listed in the following diagram (figure 135).

Figure 135: Initial exploration of programmes and how each programme could relate to the function. Image by Author.
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At this point of the investigation, the author added 
activities and functions for each of the five spatial 
programs. These were drawn from the theory and 
precedent studies and helped form the design brief. 
The overarching goal was to ensure the children’s lives 
could be extraordinary and enriched. Site constraints 
forced the removal of some of these functions from 
the final design.

Figure 140: Spatial needs for programme: Culture. By Author. Figure 139: Spatial needs for programme: Education. By Author.

Figure 138: Spatial needs for programme: Gathering. By Author.Figure 137: Spatial needs for programme:Care. By Author.

Figure 136: Spatial needs for programme: Shelter. By Author. 
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8.7 SPATIAL BREAKDOWN

CHILDREN’S HOMES 
• The housing for the children comprises several bedrooms which can accommodate up to seven children. 
• Each unit will have a staff member who lives with the children and naturally become a motherly figure. 
• The children will also naturally become a family as they spend their lives in the village to the possible age of 18. 
• These units can be used from any age from 5-18. 
• Once they reach a certain age, the teen unit may be utilized to provide them with some separation and independence. 
• This unit may also be utilized for new arrivals if it is anticipated that some children would not wish to become part of a family immediately after arriving. 
• The privatized infant care unit is intended for newborns and toddlers who require special attention, care and support. 

COMMUNITY BASED
• Sports field for school and community events as well as for leisure.
• Multi-use centre for religious services and events and various celebrations with indoor sports court. 
• Shared outdoor/indoor kitchen for celebrations, encouragement of learning and socializing.
• Agricultural/garden area to support social well-being, hobbies and future employment.
• Basketball court and playground further encourage togetherness and provide a normal childhood. 

EDUCATION CENTRE 
• Pre-school  to Year 13 classrooms for children in the village as well as outer community regions. 
• Trade school to teach youths and adults valuable skills. 
• Library allows for enjoying quiet reading. 

MEDICAL CENTRE 
• Health care clinic for the village and Ragama community.
• Counselor and family planning offices to provide care for both vulnerable children and families in the surrounding neighborhood.  
• Extension of learning and growing, providing ways of becoming independent after their life at this village. 

8.8 FINAL PROGRAMME

Figure 141: Finalized spatial requirements for each programme to ensure a compliant village. Image by Author.
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9.0 DESIGN PROCESS

The design process involved a series of iterations, which worked 

within the site boundary to establish the arrangement of programs.  

The resultant village typology considers climate, privacy/public 

gradient, and the occupant’s needs.

Figure 142: Iterations of site layout of spatial programmes. Image by Author. 
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Figure 143: Site arrangement development. Image by Author.

Figure 144: Finalized site 
pavillions. By Author.

Figure 145: Public (yellow)  and 
Private (red) spaces on site. By 
Author.

Figure 146: Vegetation on 
site. By Author.

Figure 147: Diagrammatic layout of the programmes for the proposed village. 
                   Image by Author. 

COMMUNAL HUB: 

- Reception
- Admin Offices
- Multi function hall
- Dining Room
- External Dining Area
- Kitchen & Pantry
- Toilets

MEDICAL CENTER: 

- Reception
- GP Service
- Nurse
- Conselling Room
- Family Planning Room
- Toilets
- Treatment Rooms

EDUCATION CENTER:

- Library
- Classrooms 
- Trade Workshop
- Technology Room
- Locker Area
- Covered Leisure Area
- Toilets
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DESIGN RATIONALE

Visitors enter at the communal hub (2), which 
includes a reception and administration offices. 
All visitors must report to reception on arrival.

A Medical Centre (14) is located at the front 
portion of the site to ensure ease of access for the 
local community.

The nursery (3) was located the front to provide 
easy access for infants to the Medical Centre 
(14) in the event of ill health. 

The front entrance area is used for car parking 
but can accommodate markets and social events.

A sports field (11), farm (7), playground (9) and 
basketball court (8) are located towards the rear 
of the village.  This sunny location is cooled by 
the prevailing winds, is private and secure, and is 
near the children’s facilities. 

A substantial number of trees (12) were retained, 
as per Bawa’s theories, and these were 
supplemented with additional plantings.

Figure 148: Early Conceptual Diagram of the Village in block form. Image by Author.
Figure 149: 3D diagram of the village with proposed programmes. Image by Author. 
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“Encouraging social interactions through interconnected housing of varied income groups”

Figure 150: Shelter, Care, Culture, Gathering and Education as shown on the finalized programme. Image by Author. 
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9.1 DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Figure 151: Development of the Gable roof for housing. Image by Author.

Figure 152: Concept for housing. Image by Author. 
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Figure 154: Deep overhanging eaves explored on the main communal hub.  Image by Author. 

Bawa’s principle of providing wide overhanging eaves to provide 

shade features prominently in the design - the ensuing space allows 

meeting and socializing. These overhangs also offer protection from 

heavy monsoonal rains and allow for large groups of

people to circulate.

The use of bricks was a low-cost, sustainable and a vernacular option. 

Bricks allowed for maintaining privacy and surviellance whilst still 

allowing permeable winds through the gaps. 
Figure 155: Deep overhanging eaves explored on the housing. Image by 
Author. 
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Figure 153: Vernacular tectonic progress of housing. Image by Author. 



Figure 156: Medical Center development. Image by Author. 

As with Bawa’s designs, these open living/dining areas are permanently open 

to the external environment. Minimal glazing throughout the buildings 

were also considered. Window and door joinery are made from natural 

bamboo and timber. 

All pavillions/programmes are surrounded by vegetation with non-reflective 

surfaces allowing for further cooling. All roofs contain open roof trusses 

enabling prevailing winds where facing to ventilate the room. 

Figure 157: Initial exploration of the 
concept for the Education Center. Image 
by Author. 

Figure 159: External dining area development. Image by Author. Figure 158: Education Center hangout area development. Image by Author. 
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Figure 163: Hangout area. By Author. Figure 162: Brick bonds carried through the rest of the village. By Author. 

Figure 161: Circulation of the education center. By Author. Figure 160: Connection to the sports field from education center. By Author. 

Figure 164: Medical Center’s architectural form and structure deriving from research. By Author. 
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Figure 165: Developed Masterplan. Image by Author.



Figure 166: Bricks act as surveillance. Image by Author. 
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10.0 MASTERPLAN

10.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW

A single initiative in Sri Lanka will only be a beginning in resolving the issue, since the number of orphaned children in the nation is just so large for 
such a small country. Specifically, the proposed initiative aims to develop a replicable model that may be used to address the root causes of orphaned 
children, with the ultimate objective of preventing the crisis from recurring in the future. According to the findings of the study, the traditional 
answer to orphan care, such as residential facilities, is an insufficient solution, one which may be detrimental to the psychological wellbeing of the 
children. To raise healthy and resilient children, it is preferable to place them in extended family care or in a foster care setting. Apart from the living 
environment, education is also essential, as it may educate the children in a range of areas, from appropriate family planning to the standard school 
curriculum, to ensure that they have the knowledge required to live independently in the future. 

The proposed project identifies the importance of family in the prevention of orphaning a child, followed by the need for active community 
engagement through education, nutrition, healthcare and social connections. Similar to Balkrishna Doshi’s approach to vernacular architecture, the 
orphanage concept has arisen of empathy for the children and their families.  

The project ensures that at-risk families in the community are healthy as a means of keeping the family together and avoiding possible premature 
deaths, famine, poverty or diseases. For children who are already orphans, this project strives to ensure that the child is united with their extended 
family through the provision of resources. If this is not possible, then the project provides an environment in which the children can live comfortably 
and succeed. Features such as the dining hall could become a key part of the project by meeting the children’s nutrition needs. The education 
centre could become a place for orphans and non-orphans alike to meet and form relationships while reinforcing the notion of equal education 
opportunities. 

A multipurpose community facility could provide the foster families and families in the community with a place to gather for social events, sporting 
events and to promote the area’s culture while building relationships. More importantly, this research suggests that orphans need to be immersed 
in, and raised by, their community as much as they need to be around a family. Community connections help children to develop socially and 
gain an understanding of their culture. As an added benefit, the facility could become a means of revenue generation for the proposal through the 
sale of goods made and produced by the kids, which at the same time would give the kids a sense of workmanship and of making a contribution. 
Ultimately, the project seeks to create a solution to the orphaned children in Sri Lanka, which involves not only helping to get kids off the streets but 
also addresses the root cause to prevent further damage to the economy. The thesis research highlights the importance of family, education, nutrition 
and community involvement in the life of a child. This informs the solution of using a family model of care that ensures the survival and healthy 
development of the children, which then enriches their overall cultural understanding and relationships. 
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11.0 CONCLUSION

In consideration of the previously mentioned relevance 
as well as the existing knowledge, the following 
question was posed by this investigation: How 
can architecture improve living standards, and the 
quality of life, for children in Sri Lankan orphanages?

In this research, a facility has been proposed for local 
orphaned children living in the town of Ragama, Sri 
Lanka. The proposition, which is based on a village 
typology aims  to raise children who are both mentally and 
physically healthy; reduce poverty levels in Sri Lanka; and 
ensure children are not living on the streets. As previously 
mentioned, evidence showed that the living conditions of 
the existing orphanages in Sri Lanka are very poor, and these 
orphanages do not offer the necessities to provide for an 
abandoned child from a low socio-economic background. 

Furthermore, the government is failing to react to this 
critical problem promptly. This project initiative provides 
a temporary or permanent solution for abandoned 
children in Sri Lanka, enabling connections with the 

wider community and their families (if still in contact) 
through spatial programmes such as a medical facility, 
communal hall, education centre, sports field, and a 
farm. This has enabled the community of Ragama to 
be involved in this village, which ensures the children 
are encouraged to be social and active within society. 

A literature review was carried out to better understand 
the problem and identify possible solutions. The findings 
revealed that there are problems with orphan tourism, 
which has had a detrimental effect on children’s mental 
health, since it provides them with unattainable goals to 
strive for. In addition, some international institutions are 
not operating in accordance with the law and standards, and 
others are defrauding visitors and manipulating children in 
order to bring in more funds. Orphanages, however, are in 
high demand because of the poverty in the country. Studies 
show a family and community-driven approach is the most 
effective method of addressing the problem. Further texts 
revealed that the mistreatment of orphans has existed since 
historical times; whilst architecture cannot remedy this, 
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reconnecting the children with their families is imperative. 
As a result, this intended village had a strong emphasis on 
community and encouraged existing family members of the 
children to maintain communication with one another. 

The project aimed to reinterpret the environmental and 
traditional architectural characteristics of Sri Lanka in a 
direct way, using locally available materials and labour-
intensive traditional local technology. Nine precedents from 
international and local sources were explored in order to 
identify methods for envisioning a communal village made 
entirely of low-cost vernacular materials. Bricks were a 
recurring element in the precedents examined since they were 
both vernacular and sustainable, also allowing for locals to be 
involved in the construction of the project. The precedents also 
had a significant role in determining the spatial programmes 
that a complying orphanage would need, to provide maximum 
support for the growth and development of the children. 

The massing of the project resulted in clusters of houses and 
pavilion buildings around shaded and breezy outdoor spaces 
for living and play, animated by lush vegetation and shaded 
trees, which Geoffrey Bawa encourages in his key criteria for 

designing in the tropics. Balkrishna Doshi’s community-oriented design 
offered an inspiring path forward in the exploration of designing for a 
low-socioeconomic class, whilst both acknowledging the past and also 
architecturally moving forward.  

The beneficial outcomes from the proposed research project are as 
follows: 

• Upskilling of children through the use of workshops and trade 
skills provision.
• Education provision that ensures children stay in school till 
tertiary level, therefore increasing the percentage of children receiving 
extended schooling in Sri Lanka.
• Revitalization of the health of the community and neighborhood 
through building relationships and connections.
• Support for unwanted children to connect within the surrounding 
neighborhood so they do not feel left out or alienated. 
• Provision of medical facilities that ensure the children are able to 
get help immediately and do not have to leave the premises/community. 
• Provision of communal facilities that promote friendships and 
encourage the children in a family-like environment.
• Provision of family units that provide closer connections between 
the children whilst still encouraging contact with their relatives.  

The layout was designed for both intimacy and separation as well as engagement and 
sociality amongst the occupants. The principal users—children—can benefit from this 
project, as they are drawn from different localities, coming from low-income backgrounds 
that are traditional with a modest social and cultural profile. Less discrimination towards 
orphaned children and better social integration can be encouraged within the neighboring 
society through communal leisure activities and the freedom to roam and play undisturbed. 
Visitors would be encouraged to visit frequently, allowing the children to adapt to social 
crowds while allowing for privacy when needed. 

The site chosen was in one of the 25 districts in Sri Lanka, the Gampaha district where there 
was the highest number of children living in children’s institutions. Abundant greenery 
surrounds the chosen site, evoking the distinctive topicality of Sri Lanka with its 19,323m2 
area in which the entire village proposal takes place. 

To answer the research question; current living conditions are enhanced since the planned 
project provides the children with a home rather than a ward setting where they naturally 
become a family and grow together. These children are given essentials in their own house, 
including amenities such as a kitchen, bathroom, and a living room, which may be appealing 
and even considered a luxury to a homeless or an abandoned child. The initiative aimed to 
enhance the quality of life of the children via the implementation of a spatial program that 
would instill a feeling of normality in their lives.

It is hoped that the village becomes their home away from home.
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Final Model. 
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Village Overview.
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Section A:A. Section B:B.
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Final banner.




